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Driven by the high arithmetic intensity and embarrassingly parallel nature of

real time computer graphics, GPUs became the first wide spread throughput architec-

ture. With the end of Dennard scaling and the plateau of single thread performance,

nearly all computer chips at all scales have now become explicitly parallel, containing

a hierarchy of cores and threads. Initially, these individual cores were imagined to be

no different from traditional uniprocessors, and parallel programs no different than

traditional parallel programs. Like GPUs, these modern chips share finite on-chip

resources between threads. This results in novel performance and optimization issues

at any granularity of parallelism, from cell phones to GPUs.
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Unfortunately, the performance characteristics of these systems tend to be

non-linear and counter-intuitive. The programmer’s software stack has been slow in

adapting to this paradigm shift. Compilers still focus primarily on optimizing single

thread performance at the expense of throughput. Existing parallel applications are

not a perfect match for modern multicore, multithreaded processors. And existing

methodologies for performance analysis and simulation are not aligned with multicore

issues.

This dissertation begins with a mathematical analysis of throughput perfor-

mance in the presence of shared on-chip resources. When cache hit rates begin to

fall, there is a steep drop off in throughput performance. An optimistic view of this

regime is that even small improvements to cache efficiency offer significant benefits.

This motivates the exploration of general throughput optimizations in both hardware

and software that apply to both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallel architectures,

requiring no programmer intervention or tuning. This dissertation provides two such

solutions.

The first solution is a compiler optimization called “loop microfission” that

can boost throughput performance by up to 50%. In the context of the intrachip

scalability of supercomputing applications, we demonstrate the failings of conven-

tional performance tuning software and compiler algorithms in the presence of shared

resources. We introduce a new approach to throughput optimization, including a

memory friendly performance analysis tool, and show that techniques for throughput

optimization are similar to traditional optimizations, but require new priorities.

The second solution is a hardware optimization called Arbitrary Modulus In-

dexing (AMI), a technique that generalizes efficient implementations of the DIV/-

MOD operation from Mersenne Primes to all integers. We show that the primary

performance bottlenecks in modern GPUs for regular, memory intensive applications

are bank and set conflicts in the shared on-chip memory system. AMI completely
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eliminates conflicts in all facets of the memory system at negligible hardware cost,

and has even broader potential for optimizations throughout computer architecture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

          Apple A8X 2 Skylake 

Intel Xeon E5 
36T / 50MB / 68GB/s POWER 8 

96T / 103MB / 230GB/s 

NVIDIA Maxwell 
2,048T / 2MB / 336GB/s 

Figure 1.1: Widely used computer chips circa 2014.

The first widespread throughput architectures were Graphics Processing Units

(GPUs). Generating real-time 3-D graphics has insatiable demands for floating
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point performance and extremely high arithmetic intensity, meaning that very few

instructions (˜2%) need to access memory. In order to get the most out of every

execution cycle, GPUs employ fine-grain hardware multithreading. Every cycle, an

instruction can be issued to the execution pipeline from a new thread with no per-

formance penalty. To fit as many computation units as possible on chip and use as

little power as possible, these units were not optimized for single threaded latency.

As a result, it takes hundreds of cycles for a main memory request, which means

hundreds of active threads are needed to keep the pipeline full in the presence of

a memory access. Because this latency was even higher than the number of non-

memory instructions per memory instruction in graphics programs, it meant that

a lot of bandwidth was needed to support the memory needs of so many threads.

GPUs employed a form of caching, albeit different from traditional CPUs. They

employ a hierarchical memory system in which groups of 64 threads used scratch-

pads to store local data, and clusters of these groups shared small L2 caches that

were designed not to reduce instruction latency, but to amplify the effective off-chip

bandwidth. As the thread count of GPUs continued increases, more recent GPUs

have added L1 caches, and have begun to reduce latency to improve throughput

performance rather than simply adding more threads.

Meanwhile, in the CPU world, several factors were combining to halt the

annual increases in single thread performance. The end of Dennard scaling meant

that transistors wouldn’t necessarily run faster, or use less power than in prior

generations. The two main architectural approaches to increasing single thread

performance, deep pipelining and superscalar issue, had hit points of diminishing

return. Most importantly, the increasing relative latency to main memory and a

limitation to on-chip power meant that powerful cores were just stalling and waiting

on memory accesses. As a result, computer architects could only increase total

performance per chip by adding multiple cores, and multiple threads per core. Figure
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1.1 shows that large scale on-chip parallelism is now ubiquitous. Now, both GPUs

and CPUs have a hierarchy of on-chip memory and off-chip bandwidth shared by

a large number of threads. What makes this different from traditional parallel

programming is that threads must divide up available on-chip cache between them.

This results in the average latency of a memory instruction being no longer fixed,

but dependent on the number of threads sharing the cache. This can easily lead to

a “downwards spiral” in performance. As threads are added to a system to cover

the latency to main memory, cache hit rates drop, and the average latency to main

memory actually increases, necessitating even more threads, which further increases

latency.

The main thesis of this dissertation is that the characteristics that can lead to

such a downwards spiral also provide a unique opportunity to improve throughput

performance. Even very small changes to the efficiency of on-chip caching can mean

very large improvement in throughput performance. In this dissertation, we derive

a mathematical understanding of the non-linear relationship between active thread

counts and throughput performance. We further assert that general optimizations

for this special regime are possible, and that a key area for these optimizations is in

the on-chip memory system. The goal of this dissertation is use this knowledge to

derive cache optimizations in both hardware and software that boost the throughput

performance of general purpose applications for both coarse-grained and fine-grained

parallel architectures, and that require no explicit tuning or feedback mechanisms.

We successfully derive and demonstrate two such general optimizations - one in

software, the other in hardware. This is summarized in more detail in the following

organization description.

1.1 Dissertation Organization

This Dissertation is organized into the following sections:

3



Immediately following this introduction, Chapter 2 describes the most im-

portant related work in each major subject area of this Dissertation.

Chapter 3 provides a mathematical derivation of throughput performance, to

understand in greater detail the tradeoff between throughput performance and the

number of threads in the presence of caching. In this chapter, we derive total chip

performance as a function of an application’s data reuse distribution, cache latencies,

and thread count. This model demonstrates that in the design spectrum between

coarse and fine-grained throughput architectures, there are actually narrow islands

of high performance separated by oceans of poor performance, and these optimal

points are not the ones commonly targeted. We show that the benefits of caching

are quadratic in hit rate, so if an application has data reuse, caches can provide

a tremendous performance benefit. However, this performance is very fragile —

benefits drop off extremely quickly with hit rates (or increasing thread counts), at

which point the system is quickly reduced to an off-chip streaming architecture.

The results of this model make it clear that caches can potentially offer substantial

benefits to throughput but must be highly optimized to ensure extremely high hit

rates. However, optimizations in the software or hardware that either increase cache

hit rates or reduce effective cache latency can make a tremendous improvement in

throughput perfromance.

In Chapter 4, we apply the concepts introduced by the mathematical model

to solve the current problem of intra-chip scalability of supercomputing applica-

tions. Despite being the most scalable parallel software known, these applications

cannot scale across the individual cores within a single chip. We demonstrate that

the bottleneck is indeed the shared memory system, and that these applications are

exactly in the regime predicted by the model to be the best candidates for through-

put optimization. We analyze several aspects of the classical software stack that are

not optimized for throughput systems, and derive a compiler technique called “loop

4



microfission” that increases scalability across cores by up to 50%.

Chapter 5 shifts our focus from coarse-grained to fine-grained throughput

architectures. In particular, we study an abstracted version of a NVIDIA style GPU

called a Replay Architecture. We describe a custom simulator used to overcome the

deficiencies of contemporary simulators that (1) did not model the on-chip memory

system in sufficient detail to capture the most important effects, including the long

latencies involved, and (2) were slow enough to make examining the large spatial

and temporal scale needed for a meaningful study of large scale memory effects

impractical. As a result, this is the first modern study to show that the high latency

of the primary on-chip memory system of GPUs acts as a first order performance

concern. We then perform preliminary characterizations of the Rodinia and Parboil

benchmarks, discovering that they are actually amenable to caching and throughput

performance improvements.

In Chapter 6, we look for an architectural enhancement that will boost the

efficiency of the on-chip memory system, and hence throughput performance. In this

case, we increase both cache hit rates and effective cache hit latency, both of which

the model predicts to give considerable improvements to throughput performance.

We find that for high memory intensity applications that have regular memory ac-

cess patterns, the first order performance bottleneck is due to conflict misses in

the cache system and bank conflicts in the on-chip caches and scratchpads. We

derive Arbitrary Modulus Indexing, a technique to efficiently implement in hard-

ware non-power-of-2 indexing, which can be leveraged anywhere on a chip. When

applying AMI to the L1 cache banks, L1 sets, and scratchpad banks, we find that

it completely eliminates bank and set conflicts (conflict misses), reducing average

instruction latency and providing a significant performance boost in benchmarks

with regular memory access patterns.

Finally, this dissertation concludes with Chapter 7 as a final summary of this

5



work.

1.2 Major Dissertation Contributions

Each study in this dissertation produced numerous insights and techniques, so we

list only the most significant contributions here.

• Mathematical Derivation of Throughput Performance: We derive a model of

throughput performance as a function of cache space per thread, providing

more detailed insights as to the potential benefits and fragilities for on-chip

memory systems as thread level parallelism increases. We show there is a non-

linear tradeoff in throughput performance that is not well understood, and

that optimal operating points are not ones commonly targeted. Most impor-

tantly, we show the sensitivity of performance to changes in thread counts, and

that minor tweaks can have major effects. We demonstrate the importance

of more efficient caches and algorithms are needed to achieve these potential

benefits.

• Multicore Analysis: We demonstrate that for multicore applications, tradi-

tional performance metrics and sampling techniques are insufficient. A core

issue is that memory disturbances from sampling can persist for billions of cy-

cles, forcing sample intervals to become too large to capture effects from impor-

tant, yet short lived functions. We developed a light weight, non-statistical,

near zero memory disturbance library for capturing hardware performance

counters during live program runs.

• Loop Fission: A general, localized compiler optimization that improves the

intrachip scalability of multicore programs by reducing their working set size.

6



• Custom Throughput Simulator: We developed the first modern GPGPU sim-

ulator that provides a detailed model of the on-chip memory system and ac-

curately captures the impacts of long latency pipelines typical of Replay Ar-

chitectures. The simulator is 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than traditional

simulators, allowing the analysis of benchmarks of sufficient size to get mean-

ingful insights into the performance characteristics of the memory system.

• Benchmark Characterization: In studying benchmarks from the Rodinia and

Parboil benchmark suite, we found counterintuitive results. Namely, that

many of these applications had very high memory intensity, yet had memory

access patterns that would be very amenable to caching. We further found

that applications with “regular” memory access patterns were actually much

more challenging for the memory system than those with “irregular” access

patterns.

• Arbitrary Modulus Indexing: This dissertation introduces Arbitrary Modulus

Indexing (AMI), a technique that allows hardware to efficiently access a non-

power-of-2 number of items. We demonstrate the efficacy of applying AMI

to the primary memory system of a Replay Architecture, where it eliminated

bank and set conflicts in the L1 cache and scratchpad, improving throughput

performance. However, this approach can easily be applied to other archi-

tectures, and has broad applications for solving a wide range of computer

architecture pathologies well beyond the memory system.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The on-chip memory systems of coarse and fine grained throughput architectures is

a broad subject that covers many areas of computer architecture. In this chapter,

we group related work by general subject area.

2.1 Multicore scalability and metrology

The literature is full of work on optimizing specific scientific kernels for multicore

CPUs, including stencil computations [17], sparse matrix-vector multiplication [82],

and even a Lattice-Boltzmann computation [63]. Development of the STREAM

benchmark suite [53, 54], which demonstrates highly optimized memory perfor-

mance, was achieved based on detailed architectural knowledge. Mytkowicz et

al. analyzed SPEC benchmarks using PAPI to read hardware counters and noted

that measurement error due to measurement perturbation, OS context, and compiler

flags can be so significant and unpredictable that correct performance conclusions

cannot be easily drawn [59]. In fact, our study of a full-scale application in the

context of a modern multicore supercomputer showed almost an order of magnitude

greater perturbation. Their optimizations are measurement instead of code based –
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they recommend running tests over a wide range of OS parameters and validating

any performance conclusions by conducting detailed tests to confirm hypotheses.

Our research goes into more depth about measurement errors and how to avoid

them or at least limit their impact.

Dongarra et al. focus attention on the impact of multicore architectures on

scientific applications [24]. For example, they observed that multiple cores on a chip

cannot be treated as a traditional SMP due to shared on-chip resources, and, as a re-

sult, new scientific code would become much more complex because it would have to

take increasingly varying architectures into account. Whereas they further identify

potential difficulties in programming and compilation for multicore architectures,

they do not focus on issues with performance measurement.

Jayaseelan et al. investigate various performance characteristics of three com-

pilers on the integer SPEC benchmarks, focusing on PAPI hardware counters as

primary metrics [38]. They observed that different compilers do better in different

contexts, and that judging a compiler only by total program performance can be a

mistake. They also note compiler differences in cache miss rates and fundamental

instruction counts and recommend some optimizations. Our research focuses more

on memory and less on CPU optimizations. We note the impact of the compiler on

memory access patterns in the multicore regime and recommend fundamental but

simple changes to the way compilers optimize code for multicore processors.

The previous research that most directly addresses bottleneck analysis and

optimization approaches specific to multicore chips is the Roofline model from Berke-

ley [83]. This model defines a number of key performance metrics and uses mi-

crobenchmarks to estimate realistic values for a given hardware platform. Compar-

ing the actual performance of several HPC proxy kernels (the original seven Berkeley

dwarfs) then provides insight into multicore bottlenecks and code optimization tech-

niques on a half dozen single-chip multicore systems. While insightful and useful,
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the Roofline paper focuses on a much coarser level, examines a different scale of

programs, and targets more traditional optimization techniques like blocking and

CPU-centric approaches such as successful vectorization and balancing multiplies

with adds. It does not employ hardware counters, nor does it focus on the diffi-

culties in making accurate measurements or interpretations of those measurements.

Roofline does not consider the on-chip memory hierarchy or the complications of

DRAM pages and access patterns along with their performance impact on high-

level compiler optimizations.

2.2 Mathematically Modeling Throughput Performance

Modeling Throughput Performance. The closest work relating to our mathe-

matical model of throughput performance was [32, 33]. The authors also graphed

the throughput performance function, Pt(Nt) = Nt × Ps(Nt), noting the two pri-

mary operating regimes and graphing sensitivities to varying parameters. In [33],

they demonstrated that several benchmarks could be fit to the model, provided their

kernels did not have phase changes. The primary differences were that the authors

did not use any mathematical analysis that might have lead to further analysis,

and a deeper understanding of performance or sensitivities. They also focused on a

different domain, a CMP context using CMP benchmarks, missing key sensitivities

when bandwidth is limited. Finally, they did not apply their model to the notion of

general throughput performance or enhancing throughput architectures, but rather

designed their model as a way to predict application performance.

2.3 On-chip Memory Systems for Throughput Archi-

tectures

Throughput Memory Systems. Rigel [42] designed an on-chip memory system
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for a thousand core MIMD throughput architecture. To reduce average energy per

instruction, each of 8 cores in a cluster had an extremely small instruction and

data cache in the 1-2KB range, refilled from a 64KB cluster cache. The main issue

addressed in the Rigel memory system was coherency — a combination of software

load/store hints and a software runtime maintained coherence between tasks using a

bulk synchronous programming model (BSP), in which writes during a task do not

become globally visible until after a mass synchronization point. Special load/store

commands were used to access global data that resided permanently in the L3,

ensuring coherence. This dissertation completely ignores coherence issues, as most

of the applications we examine do not require cache coherence across cores. However,

modern GPUs do obey the BSP model with respect to task boundaries.

More recent articles on on-chip memory systems for throughput architectures

focus on prefetching [49], or maximizing throughput or associativity [71]. We ignore

prefetching, focusing on the regime where off-chip bandwidth is saturated, or where

capacity misses are more important than compulsory misses. We believe our work on

reducing conflict misses will be simpler and more effective than [71]. We additionally

focus on the holistic view of the memory system, looking at the efficient interplay

between thread scheduling and cache topology as well as cache index policies.

Thread Scheduling Policies. The most recent work in the throughput

space explores the notion of utilizing two-level thread scheduling both to reduce

power [28], and to avoid full task stalls on memory loads [60]. Thread throttling to

increase performance has also been well explored with conventional CMPs, e.g., [15],

but has been less studied in the context of throughput structures due to their his-

torical low reliance on caching. In this work, we focus on indirect thread scheduling

as a byproduct of caching, but find that the longer latencies to the primary memory

system otfen require all threads to be active.

Cache Indexing Policies. There have been a number of articles on cache
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indexing in the context of a conventional CPU and for virtual memory. The notion

of prime banking has come up multiple times and has always been the best per-

forming index scheme [44], but lacked efficient methods of implementation. In [85],

the notion of a prime stride was efficiently implemented on vector supercomputers,

providing a 3x performance increase, despite using an incorrect starting address.

In [45], an efficient mechanism was discovered for prime banking, but the paper’s

focus was on other indexing schemes. We derive a similar efficient implementation

scheme for prime banking in a different way, and avoid a costly correction step.

Furthermore, we demonstrate the notion that odd-banking is a sufficient proxy for

prime banking, as power-of-2 conflicts remain the primary issue for conflict misses.

Several studies including our own have shown that conflict misses are primarily an

issue when cache per thread is low — and we are the first to apply such techniques

in a throughput architecture. Similar to the Z-Cache[71], we have evaluated the use

of skewed associative caches and cuckoo hashing, but found them to have inferior

efficiencies to prime banking. We also focus on policies which are closer to least

frequently used caches and which do not cache every load.

Cache Replacement Policies. Belady[7] outlined the entire spectrum

of placement methods along with their relative performance merits, without much

exploration of detailed implementation issues. Belady showed that the best replace-

ment policies were those that included information about a given address’s previous

use, and proposed an oracle algorithm, MIN, which used Farthest In Future Use

(FIF) replacement as optimal. It was long recognized that the two main classes of

algorithms were based on either recency, which is optimal for the stack depth distri-

bution, or frequency, which is optimal for a distribution based on the Independence

Reference Model. Frequency is a far better match for computation kernels in which

some data is used more frequently than others, but Least Frequently Used (LFU)

caches have two primary implementation issues — they are slow to react to change in
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distributions, and implementing LFU can be complex. The Advanced Replacement

Cache (ARC) [55] dynamically adapts between frequency [70] and recency models,

keeping a limited tag history cache to leverage information about past use. Gener-

ational models [35] and Dynamic NUCA caches (D-NUCA) [46] also use a ranking

with hysteresis to approximate frequency of use. However, most cache studies tend

to use software replacement algorithms for slow virtual memory paging. However,

hardware caches tend to be built on set-associative caches with ways far larger than

sets. As a result, we found real cache behavior is actually most dominated by direct

way mapping, rather than set replacement policies.

2.4 Arbitrary Modulus Indexing

As computers employ binary numbering schemes, hardware memory resources such

as number of banks or sets are typically found in powers of 2. Likewise, software

data structures are often accessed in a power-of-2 (or multiple thereof) stride as

programmers optimize their algorithms for hardware implementations. Many have

observed that mapping conflicts are worst when the index modulus and the memory

access stride share a common divisor [85, 73, 76], so power-of-2 strides combined

with power-of-2 address mapping schemes often lead to undesirable levels of resource

conflicts. This problem has been well-studied in the context of interleaved memory

bank and cache set conflicts, and both software and hardware approaches have been

used to mitigate the conflicts.

2.4.1 Software Approaches

A programmer or compiler can carefully adjust the data layout of the code by

padding array sizes or providing cyclic rotations of rows. Both library APIs [14]

and language extensions [11] have been proposed to abstract array access and allow

a programmer to independently specify the static memory layout of arrays. All
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of these approaches impose a burden on the the programmer and are impossible in

cases where the size or access patterns of the data are dynamic [16]. While hardware

solutions have been proposed to ease efficient data layout [8], it is preferable to reduce

conflicts without modifying the structure of the data.

2.4.2 Power-of-2 Indexing Algorithms

Bit hashing. While numerous index hashing techniques that take the form

of simple bit operations have been proposed [72], such schemes do not prevent all

power-of-2 self-conflicts and thus end up trading off improved performance on some

access patterns with reduced performance on others [44, 45]. Application-specific

hashing schemes devised offline [29] or dynamically [66] reduce conflict misses by

up to 30%, but AMI removes nearly all conflicts, even with a single, static indexing

scheme across the benchmarks we examined.

Reordering. Buffering and reordering strided memory accesses has been

shown to reduce bank conflicts [25, 79] within single streams of access. Reorder-

ing can be combined with advanced hash techniques such as Galois Fields [69] to

statistically reduce conflicts for a general mix of vectors. However, SIMD lanes do

not have per lane buffering or reordering, and conflict rates as low as 3% can halve

throughput.

Associativity. Adding associativity to a direct-mapped cache can reduce

bank conflicts but is costly to implement past a small number of ways. More so-

phisticated approaches use multiple bit-hash schemes, either on multiple ways, such

as skewed-associative caches [72], or on the same way, such as column-associative

caches [2], hash-rehash caches [86], ZCaches [71, 26], or various indirect indexing

schemes [35, 8]. Many of these schemes are difficult to implement in practice. Ap-

proaches that increase associativity are primarily limited to reducing set conflicts

in caches, as opposed to banks or scratchpads. In most cases, such approaches are
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orthogonal and complementary to non-power-of-2 caches, but have limited applica-

bility to banks, scratchpads, small L1 caches, or modern GPUs. In addition, the

parallel lookups required in associative caches increase power consumption; AMI

can eliminate set conflicts without resorting to an associative cache.

2.4.3 Non-power-of-2 Indexing Algorithms

Prime number indexing: Prime moduli have long been assumed to be

the best indexing choices to minimize conflicts since they have the fewest divisors.

In some cases, prime bank indexing has proven to have sufficient advantages over

simple power-of-2 mapping as to be worth implementing even as an expensive series

of iterations [48].

As the latency and area required for index computation have become more

critical, more efficient techniques for prime index computation have been sought [4].

The most significant optimizations in the prime index computation of general mod-

uli involve the application of modulo/remainder algebraic properties, such as the

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [27]. These approaches break an address into

smaller chunks and apply a modulus operation by a linear combination of narrow

address digits and constant weighting parameters. In the best case, when applying

CRT to moduli of the form 2N − 1, the coefficients become 1 and the operation

reduces to computing the modulus of a narrow sum of numbers [77].

Mersenne prime indexing. Given the relative efficiency of implementing

moduli of the form 2N −1 and the assumption that prime moduli are preferred [18],

Mersenne primes of the form 2N − 1 have been the most efficiently implementable

non-power-of-2 moduli studied. They also have the advantage over other primes

of being close to powers of two and thus more easily integrated into hardware in

which resources are sized in powers of 2 [44, 45]. However, Mersenne primes give few

candidate moduli (the first 5 Mersenne primes are 3, 7, 31, 127 and 8191) and these
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are spread so far apart that there is often no appropriately sized choice. On the other

hand, non-Mersenne primes are more plentiful but farther from powers of 2 and thus

harder to integrate into other hardware. No sufficiently efficient implementations of

non-primes other than powers of 2 and those of the form 2N −1 [77] and 2N + 1 [18]

have been demonstrated, perhaps because they have been assumed to be likely to

underperform prime moduli. Thus finding a non-power-of-2 modulus that is effective

at minimizing conflicts and efficiently implementable for a given application may be

difficult.
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Chapter 3

A Mathematical Model of

Throughput Performance

This dissertation defines a throughput architecture as one that must share on-chip

resources in a way that most benefits total chip performance at the expense of single

threaded performance. We further postulate that the most important on-chip shared

resources are on-chip memory (caches or scratchpads) and off-chip bandwidth. But

what, specifically is this tradeoff, and how does the distribution of shared on-chip

memory and off-chip bandwidth effect total throughput performance and parallel

efficiency? To better analyze and improve such throughput architectures, we must

first define this fundamental architectural tradeoff in more detail.

In this chapter, we develop an ideal mathematical model of throughput per-

formance. We can then use the mathematics to guide our intuitions and architecture

design, express the optimum operating points for a given application, and express

performance sensitivities to architectural and application characteristics. We keep

the model as simple as possible to capture the desired behavior. This model also

quantifies a number of performance limits — the maximum performance benefits of

on-chip caching, the performance regime best suited to each application, the effects
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of concentrated locality on performance, and most importantly, a deeper under-

standing of why this is the case.

There has been a gradual convergence over time of coarse-grained multicore

processors and fine-grained throughput architectures, and many people have won-

dered what a final converged architecture might look like. Yet the current abundance

of heterogenous chips perpetuates the either/or philosophy of throughput applica-

tions. The mathematical analysis below suggests reasons why this is the case, yet

offers hope for an architecture that can accelerate both styles of applications — our

notion of a “general purpose throughput architecture”.

3.1 Defining Throughput Performance

To successfully optimize a throughput architecture, it is critical to specify precisely

what we desire to optimize. The first quantitative steps in this direction were taken

in designing the Rigel [40] and Tilera [81] architectures, which focused on designing

cores that delivered the best performance for a given area. However, the amount of

cache added was an afterthought and completely ad-hoc. We are now in an era where

data movement costs more in terms of both power and latency than ALUs, and so

a cache bank should be considered a first order performance unit. For example, a

very small core with cache could potentially outperform a larger core with less cache

in terms of both power and performance.

The goal of a throughput architecture, as described in section 4.2, is to am-

plify instructions per second by leveraging explicit task level parallelism to generate

a very large number of active threads. In this case, total chip performance, PT ,

is the product of average single thread performance, Ps, by the number of active

threads, Nt. In the classic throughput model, unconstrained by off-chip bandwidth

or on-chip context storage, maximum performance is obtained by simply increasing

the number of hardware threads indefinitely. This is because in classical parallel
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systems, each hardware thread is given additional hardware resources, namely, the

node, and the only shared resource is the network, or to a lesser extent, shared

off-chip memory within a node.

When there is a physical constraint due to sharing limited on-chip resources

such as available bandwidth or cache, single thread performance, Ps, becomes a

function of the number of threads, often rapidly decreasing when the number of

active threads exceeds some threshold. The strength, or performance of a single

thread, can be viewed as its computation rate, e.g. instructions per second (IPS) or

cycle (IPC), or alternatively, instructions per joule (IPJ). Performance depends on

the amount of independent instructions per thread (ILP) and the average latency

per instruction, Lavg(Nt) as:

PT (Nt) = Nt × Ps(Nt),where Ps(Nt) =
ILP

Lavg(Nt)
(3.1)

Equation 3.1 illustrates that throughput performance is linear in the num-

ber of active threads and ILP per thread, but inversely proportional to average

instruction latency. This statement can be viewed as analogous to Little’s Law, an

observation in simple queuing theory models of performance. In Little’s Law, the

average queuing length of a request is equal to the average arrival rate of requests

times the average service time. In this case, the average queuing length can repre-

sent the needed task level parallelism (Nt) to balance the system, service time is the

average instruction latency (Lavg), and arrival rate is total throughput performance,

PT . While such a model is interesting in its simplicity, the nonlinear relationship

between single thread performance (service time) and the number of threads (queu-

ing length) means that Little’s Law is not effective in capturing the performance

impact of parallelism when resources are shared between threads.
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This model of throughput performance is highly extensible and can easily

tell us anything we want. For example, one of the most important insights from the

model lies in the derivatives of performance. For example, the points of maximum

and minimum throughput performance occur where the derivative is zero, i.e.:

∂

∂Nt
PT (Nt) = Ps(Nt) + Nt ×

∂

∂Nt
Ps(Nt) = Ps(Nt)−Nt × ILP

∂
∂Nt

Lavg(Nt)

L2
avg(Nt)

= 0.

(3.2)

At zero derivative,

Ps(Nt) =
ILP

Lavg(Nt)
= Nt × ILP

∂
∂Nt

Lavg(Nt)

L2
avg(Nt)

=⇒ 1 = Nt ×
∂

∂Nt
Lavg(Nt)

Lavg(Nt)
(3.3)

Nt,opt = − Ps(Nt)
∂

∂Nt
PsNt

=
Lavg(Nt)
∂

∂Nt
Lavg(Nt)

(3.4)

This can be shown to be mathematically equivalent to equal area efficiency:

∆C/C = DelPs
Ps

= Nt
DelNt

, i.e.,

proportional change in cache space = proportional change in performance.

Let ∆Nt = 1. Then,

∂
∂Nt

Ps = Ps ×Nt ⇒ ILP
∂

∂Nt
Lavg(Nt)

L2
avg(Nt)

= Nt × ILP
Lavg(Nt)

⇒ Nt =
Lavg(Nt)
∂

∂Nt
Lavg(Nt)

.

Equation 3.2 illustrates that, if adding active threads has no effect on average

latency, then each thread added increases throughput performance by the perfor-

mance of one thread, which is why the classic multithreading recipe is to maximize

the number of threads (Nt,opt →∞ as ∂
∂Nt

Lavg(Nt)→ 0). More generally, it shows

that total throughput performance will then change according to the proportional

change in latency caused by adding each thread, times the number of threads. This

change can be large when either the number of already active threads is large, or

when the change in latency due to adding a single thread is large. Finally, Equa-
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tion 3.4 represents all the points at which the number of active threads yields local

minimum or maximum throughput performance.

3.2 Arithmetic Intensity and Caching

Up to this point, no simplifications have been made - our model is exact. We will

now simplify the model in describing the dependency of latency on the number

of active threads. A large number of threads can stress on-chip resources in a

number of ways, but negative performance feedback occurs when adding threads to

mask latency actually increases average latencies, requiring more threads. There

exists minor performance feedback baked into the core design: as more space is

needed to store register contexts for each thread, accessing registers takes more

energy and time, increasing register access latency. Having a very large amount of

threads for each core complicates the circuitry to choose the next active thread to

execute. Additionally, thread synchronization mechanisms may take longer with a

large number of threads.

However, the largest latencies in the system are due to memory accesses.

Requiring a larger number of threads to cover latencies increases the total memory

footprint for a given kernel, leading to less efficient use of caches, less efficient use of

bandwidth, and lower DRAM access speed As a result, average instruction latency

can go up sharply as more threads are added. We will ignore the negative feedback

effects of falling off-chip and DRAM bandwidth as random access increases, instead

simplifying the mathematical model of Lavg(Nt) to only capture latency added due

to cache misses or bandwidth limitations. While the other feedback effects can be

modeled as well, they do not qualitatively effect the results. Here is our latency

model:

Lavg(Nt) = Â × LALU + M̂ × (Lmiss −∆Lcache × Ĥ(Nt)),
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where

Â = fraction of non-memory instructions (arithmetic intensity)

M̂ = fraction of memory instructions = 1− Â, (memory intensity)

∆Lcache = Lmiss − Lhit, the cache improvement in latency

Ĥ(Nt) = the application’s hit rate for the cache

Hat accented terms represent canonical, non-dimensional values between 0 and 1,

which we add for clarity. For example, dividing by Lmiss as the characteristic latency

yields:

L̂avg(Nt) = ÂL̂ALU + M̂(1− ∆̂LcacheĤ(Nt)) = L̂NC − L̂CĤ(Nt) (3.5)

∂

∂Nt
L̂avg(Nt) = −M̂∆̂Lcache

∂

∂Nt
Ĥ(Nt) (3.6)

Equation 3.6 describes the way in which caching can improve latency for a given

application. This also shows the degree to which arithmetic intensity, Â, diminishes

the relative importance of caching. Assuming that L̂ALU is approximately the same

as L̂hit, then every non-memory instruction is as good as a cache hit. Another way

to view this is that arithmetic intensity linearly reduces average latency in a manner

similar to the hit rate of a cache. Because Â has such a profound impact on both

throughput performance and the ability of caches to improve throughput perfor-

mance, getting this parameter correct is critical. In our discussion on methodology,

Section 4.3, we describe novel aspects of our infrastructure designed to correctly

approximate Â.

Finally, note that the ability of caches to help throughput also depends

heavily on having a very low hit latency and a high miss latency. This equation

demonstrates one characteristic that divides applications: to benefit from caching,

an application should have a relatively low arithmetic intensity, as most HPC appli-
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cations do, and have access patterns that can generate a good hit rate for relatively

small caches.

As soon as we model the performance impact of caches, an unexpected char-

acteristic of throughput performance emerges directly from Equation 3.1 as shown

in Figure 3.1:
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Figure 3.1: Once on-chip caching is modeled, throughput performance is maximum
when either the number of threads is very low or very high, giving two possible
optimum operating points. Y-axis are percent of maximum canonical value.

3.3 Hit Rates and Performance

How do we connect an application’s data usage characteristics to a cache’s hit rate

and single thread performance? Fundamentally, applications are characterized by

their working set size and the concentration of locality within that working set.

Ideally, we’d like to cache those data items accessed the most times in a given

interval. For the steady state kernels common in throughput applications, we can

describe the importance of each piece of data by its frequency of access. Sorting

all data items by access frequency results in a graph showing the concentration of

locality in the applications working set, as shown in Figure 3.2. Assuming an ideal

cache with Least Frequently Used replacement policies, the canonical integral of

the access frequency graph yields the hit rate as a function of cache size, Ĥ(ĉ).
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An application’s hit rate can be used to derive average instruction latency and

performance, while the miss rate can derive unfiltered bandwidth out of the cache.

We find most applications have a great deal of concentrated locality; however, in the

worst case scenario, an application has no concentration of locality, access frequency

is flat, and the canonical hit rate is linear, i.e., Ĥ(ĉ) = ĉ. Once we define an

applications data access characteristics, we can describe its optimum throughput

performance.
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Figure 3.2: Converting application behavior to caching performance: Ideal hit rate
is the integral of access frequency (concentration of locality). Performance is roughly
the reciprocal of hit rate. Example is for a two level blocked algorithm with some
data used 40x as frequently. Y-axis shows canonical values.

Note that the canonical cache space available per thread, ĉ, is inversely pro-

portional to the number of threads. This means we are very quickly pushed into

the far left side of the hit rate graph. For this reason, it is critical to design cache

policies that have hit rates that degrade linearly with cache size. In comparison, an

LRU cache operating on an application with no concentration of locality has the hit

rate go immediately to zero when ĉ < 1.

Impact of reference frequency (Uses Per Cycle) on ideal cache per-

formance: In the most conservative case of a flat profile (no locality), let w be the

amount of working sets that fit on chip, i.e., total cache = wc and ĉ = C/w.

F̂ (ĉ) = 1/(̂c)⇒ Ĥ(Nt > w) = w
N̂t
⇒
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∂

∂Nt
Ĥ(Nt) = − w

N2
t

⇒ ∂

∂Nt
L̂avg(Nt) =

wL̂g

N2
t

(3.7)

We see that for the flat profile, the ideal cache hit rate (best possible case)

falls quadratically with the number of threads.

To simplify notation, define L̂NoCache(NC) = ÂL̂ALU + M̂, and maximum

cache latency gain L̂g = M̂∆̂Lcache Then, for an application with flat access:

L̂avg(Nt) = L̂NC +
wL̂g

Nt
, and ...

PT (Nt) =
ILP

Lmiss
× N2

t

NtL̂NC + wL̂g

(3.8)

Having chosen a mathematical description for the concentration of locality

in the given application, we can now describe the complete throughput performance

graph mathematically. But we still need to model the effects of saturating off-chip

bandwidth.

3.4 Bandwidth Saturation

A real throughput chip has many architectural “caps”, e.g., maximum possible FPC,

maximum space for context storage, maximum buffers for instructions in flight,

maximum socket power, maximum operating frequency, maximum space for caches,

maximum available application parallelism and arithmetic intensity, and maximum

bandwidth throughput the system. Because current off-chip bandwidth occurs at

the perimeter of the chip, and process scaling continues to increase computation el-

ements (area) at the expense of bandwidth (perimeter), the most prominent perfor-
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mance bottleneck is the bandwidth wall. Simply put, we do not have the bandwidth

to support the number of cores we can put on a chip, and bandwidth is currently

the most expensive part of a chip’s design. Reducing bandwidth requirements has

a secondary benefit of addressing the socket power issue, as data movement and off

chip access are an increasing percentage of total chip power.

When off-chip bandwidth is capped in a classical multithreaded processor,

PT (Nt) becomes flat, therefore early advice to programmers was to run as many

threads as possible. On modern, complex systems, once bandwidth is saturated,

increasing the number of threads further hurts memory system performance by in-

creasing both the working set footprint, which reduces caching benefits, and reducing

locality and contiguity of accesses, which reduces effective off-chip bandwidth and

DRAM responsiveness while increasing power consumption. The message is a sim-

ple one - at the very minimum, stop increasing the number of threads approximately

when off-chip bandwidth is saturated. (We later show that it may be beneficial to

stop much earlier.)

Bandwidth (words/second) is simply the amount of transferred data times

its rate of transfer, or simply (words transferred per instruction) x (total instruction

rate):

BWT (Nt) = {M×M(Nt)} × PT (Nt)⇒ PT (Nt) =
BWmax

MM(Nt)
(3.9)

This is the equation for the final part of the performance graph, and we can

see that as we increase threads past the point of bandwidth saturation, we get a

quadratic drop in performance, as throughput performance not only is divided by

an increasing miss rate, but the base throughput performance is based on single
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thread performance, PS(Nt), which also falls with miss rate. In the case of highly

concentrated locality, this will be the regime where M(Nt) will be falling most

rapidly. We can now illustrate the entire picture of throughput performance.

3.5 Throughput Performance
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Figure 3.3: Annotated graph showing total throughput performance as a function
of the number of threads, with and without caching.

We now have all the pieces to describe throughput performance as a func-

tion of the number of active threads, capped by a maximum bandwidth. A small

number of parameters lead to the performance profile in Figure 3.3. The graph of

Pt(Nt) = Nt × Ps(Nt) was first observed by Guz et al [33] in a more empirical

fashion, but our mathematical derivation of the classic valley curve allows us to

more deeply understand the effects of application cache response to direct archi-
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tectural features. Additionally, our mathematical analysis describes performance

implications and sensitivities as a function of application characteristics in much

more detail, and we focus on performance regimes and benchmarks more suited to

GPU-style throughput architectures than CMP architectures.

Given architecture parameters{LALU , Lhit, Lmiss, BWmax} and application

characteristics {A, Ĥ(Nt)}, the throughput performance graph of Figure 3.3 has

the following characteristics:

• For a given application and throughput architecture, there exists two potential

operating points in terms of number of active threads that provide optimal

performance. These tend to be sharp, well defined points, that would not be

obvious to an expert programmer, but which can be reasonably approximated

through direct hardware feedback, as defined by the model.

• There is a “cache regime” in which a very small number of threads can perform

as well as a hundreds of conventional MT threads, their performance being

amplified by the factor (M̂Ĥ × Lmiss
Lhit

). Deriving significant performance in

the cache regime requires that an application has sufficient locality to get a

high hit rate, that arithmetic intensity is relatively low, and that the cache hit

latency is low.

• As total active threads increase, peak performance actually occurs a little

beyond the point at which full working sets fit in cache. N̂t is the canonical

thread count, that is, the number of threads per amount of cache equal to

the working set size of one thread. Peak single thread performance, Ps, would

occur when N̂t = 1. For peak throughput performance, PT , you want to

increase the thread count, squeezing the amount of cache per thread to the

point where misses occur, and Ps drops, such that the added thread count

balances this drop and throughput performance is higher. To see this optimal
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point intuitively, the more powerful the cache, the more expensive a cache

miss is, and the more important cache hits are over total threads. If a cache

miss will take forever, you want to fit the entire working set in cache. When

the relative latency savings of the cache is lower (e.g. a high latency cache),

the brute force of threads becomes more important, and optimum throughput

performance occurs with less cache per thread, leading to a higher miss rate.

However, in this scenario, the peak level of performance in the cache regime

will also be considerably lower.

• The Valley: As total active threads increase beyond this peak, performance

suddenly drops off sharply. This leads to a middle region, dubbed “the Valley”

by Guz. In an idealized mathematical model, this drop off takes the form of a

hyperbolic curve at an angle. The steepness of the drop again depends on the

height of the fall and the strength of the cache. And this is an important ob-

servation wrt cache design. Because even when the hit rate drops just slightly

below 100%, throughput performance drops off a cliff, quickly approaching the

minimum throughput performance! The cache regime performance peak is so

narrow and steep that in order to benefit from a caching system, we must en-

hance the efficiency of caches to ensure much higher hit rates on much smaller

amounts of cache per thread.

After hitting the bottom, hardware multithreading overcomes cache losses, and

throughput performance increases linearly, as single thread performance ap-

proaches that of “no cache” levels. The end of the valley represents the point

where traditional multithreading performance exceeds peak caching perfor-

mance, which is roughly related to cache strength R. Note that Figure 3.3

is deliberately uncalibrated. For some applications, the peak performance in

the Cache Regime will be much higher, while for other applications, the peak

performance in the MT regime will be higher. It all comes down to application
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data reuse and working set size.

• As the number of threads continue to increase, performance climbs again until

reaching a peak just a little past the point where off-chip bandwidth is satu-

rated, the MT performance peak. The model shows that even in this regime

with low hit rates, caches still improve throughput performance, as throughput

performance benefits quadratically with the hit rate when off-chip bandwidth

is saturated. After the MT peak, performance again falls, as cache per thread

continues to decrease.

This model has direct architectural implications. It shows the latencies most

important to minimize and the cache regimes most important to optimize. It also

provides guidance for automated feedback mechanisms that dynamically adjust the

number of active threads to maximize throughput performance, by monitoring the

arithmetic intensity of an application as well as its cache miss rates and off-chip

bandwidth usage at runtime. Performance can be further enhanced by power gating

off unneeded FPUs and using the power savings to overclock the smaller number of

remaining FPUs.

Here are a some noteworthy performance sensitivities. The performance

implications represent boosts to single thread performance, which in turn increases

parallel efficiency, requiring less threads for the same performance, which can further

boost single thread performance...

• Arithmetic Intensity, Â: Linearly increases performance in the MT regime,

with a quadratic benefit when off-chip bandwidth is saturated. Although it

provides a small absolute performance benefit in the cache regime, it linearly

diminishes the performance ratio between cache threads and MT threads, in-

creasing the likelihood that the optimum point is the MT peak.

• Per thread ILP: Linearly increases performance in the MT regime. Can also
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increase performance in the cache regime, or alternatively be expressed as TLP

with increased cooperative threading.

• Degree of cooperative threading: Linearly increases performance in the cache

regime, has no significant effects in the MT regime.

• Lmiss: Reducing miss latency linearly increases performance in the MT regime.

While having less direct impact in the cache regime, increasing miss latency

linearly increases the ratio of thread performance in the cache regime relative

to the MT regime, increasing the likelihood that the optimal point will be at

the cache peak instead of the MT peak.

• Lhit: This has the sharpest impact on cache vs MT performance, because small

changes in the hit latency create large changes in the miss to hit ratio and the

hit to ALU latency ratios. Reducing the hit latency has the most dramatic

increase on the relative performance of cache threads vs MT threads.

• W, Ĥ(ĉ): Concentration of locality linearly increases the performance of Cache

threads. It increases the performance of MT threads as well, but to a lesser

degree.

3.6 Generalizing the Model

In exploring the mathematical tradeoffs of throughput architectures, this chapter

has leveraged the example of reducing latency through cache hits. However, this

model is of a more general nature — it is really about the relationship of latency

to throughput performance. In this derivation, we looked at applications and cache

heuristics that resulted in a roughly linear decrease in latency with a linear increase

in cache per thread. That means that ANY shared resource that results in a roughly

linear decrease in latency will have an identical throughput performance curve! And
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even if the result is not linear, the shape of the performance graph is remarkably

invariant to the actual latency tradeoff. This is important, because as we will see in

this dissertation, this model correctly predicts throughput performance responses to

any source of reduction in single threaded latency. In real systems, there are many

other subtle effects, all of which can be modeled in a similar fashion.

For example, if groups of threads share data, it increases the power of caching.

Effective bandwidth drops when multiple threads cause bus contention, DRAM

page thrashing, or uneven use of off-chip DRAM channels. The amount of cache

line coalescing effects the efficiency of both on-chip memory storage and off-chip

bandwidth. The memory access patterns and working sets of applications can be

altered by software or thread scheduling algorithms to change the point on the

performance curve. More space can be devoted to tracking outstanding misses.

There are also resource tradeoffs between multiple objects on the chip, for example,

having multiple caches, or trading off cache performance with available bandwidth.

Any of these effects can be modeled, but the high level points remain: Re-

duce single threaded latency when possible so that you can reduce the amount of

parallelism and increase the efficiency of the system. Because when you do increase

this efficiency, even minor improvements may bring large performance benefits.

3.7 Summary

While existing studies had observed the existence of a “performance valley” in

throughput architectures with a medium range of threads, this mathematical analy-

sis provides a much deeper and more detailed insight into the benefit and sensitivities

of this valley. First, we show that the variation in performance due to optimizations

in the on-chip memory system is as significant as the ALUs or DRAM, so this area

if worthy of analysis. We then demonstrate that the performance benefits of threads

hitting in the on-chip cache is immense, amplifying per thread performance by the
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ratio of off-chip to on-chip hit latency. Hitting this regime allows fewer threads

and hence allocates more resources per thread, moving up the feedback spiral and

boosting power efficiency in a super linear fashion. We further show that the points

of optimal performance are not at the conventional locations of maximum cache hit

rate or maximum bandwidth usage.

The details exposed in this analysis also illustrate the difficulties involved

in obtaining this goal. The fall off in throughput performance with cache miss

rates is mathematically sharp and inversely quadratic in the miss rate. To be an

effective accelerator, caches must perform nearly perfectly. However, we also find

a consolation prize at the other extreme: when cache hit rates are very low, they

still provide a performance benefit quadratic in the hit rate. This is an example of

a benefit of caching that is unique to throughput architectures, due to the tradeoff

between threads and bandwidth. There are many ways to achieve this goal. In

hardware, we can increase cache hit rate or improve (reduce) cache hit latency. In

software, we can alter algorithms to have a smaller cache footprint or to change the

pattern of memory reuse.

A final point is that this model is not simply about hit rates or even caches

- it applies to almost any resource tradeoff in a throughput context. The overall

message is clear. We cannot always choose an operating point of hardware threads

or cache size, so we instead need to enhance the efficiency of caches, the efficiency of

off-chip bandwidth, and even the memory access patterns of our applications. We

need to look in general for any opportunity to reduce the latency of the memory

system to improve throughput.

We will now apply this deeper understanding of the performance tradeoffs

of latency, off-chip bandwidth, and throughput architectures. This dissertation will

examine general techniques to reduce the latency of the shared on-chip memory

system in both coarse-grained and fine-grained systems.
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Chapter 4

Coarse-Grained Throughput

Architectures

We now turn our attention to coarse grained (multicore) throughput architectures.

Having discussed the tradeoffs that exist in Chapter 3, we attempt to discover how

performance issues, analysis tools, and software optimizations differ for multicore

systems than traditional unicore systems. How does the classic throughput tradeoff

of single thread versus chip-wide performance effect software behavior? And what

can be done to boost parallel efficiency? As always, the thesis of this dissertation is

that we will find the performance issues in the shared on-chip memory system. In

this study, the hardware is fixed, so we will examine software optimizations. While

the resource contention issues are more complex than the idealized tradeoffs exam-

ined in Chapter 3, we show that the same concepts allow us to make a significant

throughput improvement with just a minor increase in caching efficiency. In this

chapter, we express throughput performance in terms of intrachip scalability, i.e.,

∗Information in this chapter was previously published in the IEEE International Symposium on
Performance Analysis of Systems and Software (ISPASS), April 2011 [19]. J. Diamond was lead
author and performed all research, J. Brown supervised and funded this research, J. McCalpin con-
tributed Top500 Supercomputer statistics, and S. Keckler, M. Burtscher and B.-D. Kim contributed
to polishing the text.
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the ability of traditional software to leverage multiple cores on the same chip.

4.1 Scalability of Supercomputing Applications

This chapter exposes a major problem facing the new era of multicore computer

chips, or CMPs. To many people, a core is not much different than a processor,

so taking advantage of multiple cores on a chip should be similar to classic mul-

tiprocessor algorithms. The most scalable algorithms known are supercomputing

applications. This is by self selection — if an application cannot scale out to thou-

sands or millions of cores, it cannot leverage the power of modern supercomputers.

As a result, supercomputing applications tend to be embarrassingly parallel and

have processes that only communicate or synchronize with each other during epoch

boundaries. Supercomputer architectures went massively parallel much earlier than

other computing markets due to their insatiable need for performance beyond what

Moore’s Law could provide for a single thread. Now that single thread performance

has plateaued, maintaining the classic 1,000x increase in throughput performance

per decade will require the number of cores used in a supercomputer to double

almost every year.

Figure 4.1 shows that over time, the total cores per supercomputer have

grown to the hundreds of thousands, and today growth is continuing into the mil-

lions. Historically, each time a new supercomputer arrived, scientists ran their

existing code, and it simply worked - they got close to linear speedup via weak scal-

ing. But Figure 4.2 shows a new trend: By 2007, the majority of supercomputers

utilized sockets with multiple cores, and by 2009, the majority had 4 or more cores

per socket. Today, it is not uncommon to see chips with 18-64 cores on them. Do

supercomputing applications, known to be the most scalable, still scale as before?

Figure 4.3 shows the surprising truth - that an archetypical supercomputing appli-

cation with almost perfect weak scaling across a thousand chips, cannot weak scale
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beyond two cores per chip!

The rest of this chapter goes on to show that scalability is not the only differ-

ence between multicore applications and multi-node applications. The optimization

approaches are different from unicore architectures, the key performance metrics are

different, the compiler algorithms are different, and the basic approaches to mea-

surements and simulation are different as well. This chapter provides the new tools

and approaches needed for multicore studies.

4.2 Outline of Study and Contributions

The computation nodes of modern supercomputers commonly consist of multiple

multicore processors. To maximize the performance of such systems requires mea-

surement, analysis, and optimization techniques that specifically target multicore

environments. This chapter first examines traditional unicore metrics and demon-

strates how they can be misleading in a multicore system. Second, it examines and

characterizes performance bottlenecks specific to multicore-based systems. Third, it

describes performance measurement challenges that arise in multicore systems and

outlines methods for extracting sound measurements that lead to performance op-

timization opportunities. The measurement and analysis process is based on a case

study of the HOMME atmospheric modeling benchmark code from NCAR running

on supercomputers built upon AMD Barcelona and Intel Nehalem quad-core proces-

sors. Applying the multicore bottleneck analysis to HOMME led to multicore aware

source-code optimizations that increased performance by up to 35%. While the case

studies were carried out on multichip nodes of supercomputers using an HPC appli-

cation as the target for optimization, the pitfalls identified and the insights obtained

should apply to any system that is composed of multicore processors.

Although the compute nodes of modern servers and supercomputers are typ-

ically constructed with multicore processors, many legacy application codes have
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been migrated to these architectures with little or no optimization for the multi-

core environment. As a result, these programs can often only use a fraction of the

available cores effectively and may not obtain maximum performance on the cores

they do utilize. While performance optimization for multicore chips is receiving

intense attention, a systematic methodology is still lacking. Detailed measurement

and analysis studies are scarce, even though it is well established that the analyses

and optimizations for performance bottlenecks on unicore chips are not sufficient for

multicore processors [24]. Multichip nodes, where the chips are multicore processors,

add even more complexity to performance analysis through NUMA and interference

effects. As a result, diagnosis of performance bottlenecks on multicore-based systems

is difficult and laborious, as are multicore targeted optimizations.

Early source-code optimizations tended to be CPU centric. Such optimiza-

tions focus on reducing computation, by employing strategies of lowering branch

costs through unrolling or memoizing previously computed values. Over time, the

increasing importance of the memory latency and bandwidth made data-access is-

sues dominate. Typical optimizations for unicore chips are core-local in scope and

target better use of caching through blocking arrays and padding data structures.

Other optimization techniques involve reading and writing data sequentially or with

constant strides to aid prefetchers. Comparatively little work has been done on

non-local memory optimization techniques.

Due to shared resources in the memory hierarchy, multicore applications tend

to be limited by off-chip bandwidth. At first glance, other optimization strategies

would seem moot as all applications would simply run at the speed of memory.

However, we found that when the memory system is saturated, the order and pattern

of data accesses becomes a performance-determining factor. We call this state of

operation the multicore regime. As discussed in Section 4.4, the same optimization

can yield very different results in unicore and multicore regimes. For example,
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many optimizations that increase performance in the multicore regime can slow

down uniprocessor code.

This Chapter describes the following contributions of this study:

• It examines traditional unicore metrics such as cache miss rates and demon-

strates how they can be misleading in a multicore system.

• It presents an in-depth study of performance bottlenecks originating in multicore-

based systems. The study identifies and characterizes three important bot-

tlenecks (shared L3 cache capacity, shared off-chip memory bandwidth, and

DRAM page conflicts) that are exacerbated by multicore chip architectures.

• It describes performance measurement challenges that arise in multicore sys-

tems including unpredictable and unrepeatable memory behavior, execution

skew across cores, and measurements that disturb program behavior. It sug-

gests remedies for each of these challenges and incorporates the these remedies

into a systematic process for multicore specific performance measurement.

• It introduces a source-code optimization called loop microfission that is de-

signed specifically to alleviate multicore-related performance bottlenecks. We

observed a performance increase of up to 35% when applying microfission to

a well-known supercomputing application.

We conducted this study using the HOMME atmospheric modeling bench-

mark code from NCAR, a complex application, running on supercomputers built

upon AMD Barcelona and Intel Nehalem quad-core processors. While our stud-

ies were carried out on this single application, the process for measurement and

optimization derived and the insights obtained apply broadly to systems compris-

ing nodes of either single or multiple multicore chips that are used for executing

computations that have predictable access patterns and good spatial locality.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 describes our

methodology. Section 4.4 introduces performance issues that arise in measurement

and optimization of multicore chips and multichip nodes. Section 4.5 presents the

optimizations and results. Section 4.6 provides conclusions and ideas for future

work.

4.3 Methodology

The results reported in this paper are based on experimental measurements on two

compute clusters: Ranger, a half petaflop AMD Barcelona-based supercomputer,

and Longhorn, an Intel Nehalem-based supercomputer, both located at the Texas

Advanced Computing Center. The HPC application we chose for our case studies

is the High Order Method Modeling Environment (HOMME), developed by NCAR

for their Climate Model 2 [34]. We used the performance tools gprof [30], mpiP [58],

Pin [52], PAPI [64], perfctr [67], TAU [74], HPCToolkit [1] and PerfExpert [9] as

well as the PGI and Intel compilers. This paper primarily presents our insights

and results; additional data and details can be found in the accompanying technical

report [21].

4.3.1 Systems

Ranger [68] consists of 3,936 16-way SMP compute nodes, each housing four 2.3 GHz

AMD Barcelona-class Opteron quad-core processors for a total of 15,744 processors

or 62,976 cores, and a theoretical peak performance of 579 teraflops. Each node has

32 GB of DRAM, of which each quad-core chip controls 8 GB. Nodes are connected

by a 1 GByte/second InfiniBand network.

Longhorn [51] is a hybrid system with 256 nodes. Each node contains two

quad-core Nehalem-EP processors operating at 2.5 GHz, between 48 GB and 144

GB of DRAM, and two NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800 GPUs. The nodes are connected
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via a QDR InfiniBand interconnect. For this study, only the 2,048 Nehalem cores

were used since our focus is on performance of homogeneous multicore nodes.

Ranger’s Barcelona chips support almost 500 hardware performance counter

events. Moreover, Ranger has a wide spectrum of performance tools installed, which

is why we chose it as our primary host for measurements. However, the Barcelona

chips have known core scalability issues [53], whereas the Nehalem chips were de-

signed to overcome these issues. Hence, we chose Longhorn as the secondary host

to ensure that our methods, analyses, and insights extend to other processor archi-

tectures.

4.3.2 HOMME Benchmark

Many HPC applications can be categorized by three general computational patterns.

Regular parallel applications have patterns of computations and memory references

that tend to be predictable. Examples include finite difference PDE solvers, dense

linear algebra solvers, and stencil codes. Irregular parallel applications have dynam-

ically changing data structures, such as adaptive meshes, to handle levels of detail

or time-varying geometry, but may still maintain reasonable locality through strate-

gies such as irregular blocking. Graph parallel applications have their computation

time dominated by graph traversal and no spatial locality is guaranteed. Examples

arise in bioinformatics and the intelligence community. While load balancing and

communication are classical performance bottlenecks for irregular and graph-based

applications, as will be shown later, we are interested in key intranode scaling issues

that are readily present in all three categories of parallel applications.

For this study, we chose to employ a single large-scale benchmark rather than

study a suite of small-scale kernels. HOMME contains dozens of functions and a

wide spectrum of loop structures implementing numerous algorithms. Therefore,

we believe that the measurements and analyses executed on HOMME span a sub-
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Figure 4.4: With fixed problem size, HOMME’s node count can be increased 900
fold before the computation efficiency halves. The relative cost of communication
increases linearly. Elements Per Core (EPC) describes the work done per core.

stantial fraction of the interesting space for regular HPC applications. HOMME is

widely used by the supercomputing community and is one of the five HPC Challenge

benchmarks [61] that are required for supercomputer acceptance testing.

HOMME (High Order Method Modeling Environment) [34] is an atmospheric

general circulation model (AGCM) that provides 3D atmospheric simulation similar

to the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM). The code consists of two compo-

nents: a dynamic core with a hydrostatic equation solver and a physical process

module coupled with sub-grid scale models. HOMME is based on 2D spectral ele-

ments in curvilinear coordinates on a cubed sphere combined with a second-order

finite difference scheme for the vertical discretization and advection. It is written in

Fortran 95 and is parallelized with both MPI and OpenMP. However, we are using

the benchmark version of HOMME, which uses only MPI.

4.3.3 HOMME Scaling

HOMME is a very sophisticated and diverse example of a “regular” HPC applica-

tion. It has been designed to scale well to tens of thousands of nodes and is highly
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optimized for computation and locality. In fact, it exhibits near perfect weak in-

ternode scaling (computation per core is constant) to tens of thousands of cores,

and excellent strong scaling (total computation is constant), requiring a 900-fold

increase in node count before the efficiency drops to half.† Despite all these ad-

vantages, HOMME’s intrachip/intranode scalability, both weak and strong, can be

three orders of magnitude lower than its internode scalability.

HOMME is only locally regular. The cube mapped sphere is specified at a

certain resolution, and that grid is then broken into elements consisting of 8x8x96

regular meshes. Each element stores physical flow properties as a structure of arrays,

requiring 48 KB per value that a given function accesses and up to 9 MB per

element. A distributed, general graph connects each element with its four neighbors.

When running, each active core is assigned a list of elements to process. Each

core computes physical quantities for each element, then in a communication step

exchanges boundary data with four neighboring elements. The available memory

per compute node limits the possible amount of work per core from a single element

up to 801 elements. We use the metric elements per core (EPC) to indicate the

amount of work each core performs for a particular mapping of the application to

the available cores.

To examine the strong internode scalability of HOMME, we keep the problem

size fixed at the standardized “large” resolution of 1,536 elements, and then vary

the number of active Ranger cores from one to 1024. We use 4 cores per node (1

core per quad-core chip) to isolate inter-node from intra-node scaling effects. The

solid line in Figure 4.4 shows that, as the core count is increased and work per

core drops, the efficiency (performance relative to perfect linear speedup) drops

relatively slowly. The ratio of communication time to computation time increases

linearly as work is spread across more cores. That the efficiency drops slowly as

†If p is the number of cores and n is the total size of the data, “strong scaling” means n(p) = n
and “weak scaling” means n(p) = np.
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Figure 4.5: With intranode scaling, HOMME’s efficiency falls below 15% when all
16 cores are used on a fixed problem size. Even weak scaling performance still drops
by about 40%.

the communication overhead increases demonstrates the excellent strong scaling

characteristics of HOMME across multiple nodes.

To examine weak scaling, we chose an input data size as close as possible to

the standardized “standard” workload of 54 elements per core. Loads other than

54 elements per core were sometimes necessary to ensure that the total number

of elements is divisible by the number of cores, removing issues of load balancing

and interference. We found that HOMME’s internode weak scaling is ideal, never

falling below 94% of linear speedup. This scalability is a result of using only nearest

neighbor communication.

For intranode strong scaling, we chose a fixed resolution that roughly centered

on the standard work load of 54 elements/core. For weak scaling, we chose a constant

40 elements/core, the closest we could get to 54 elements/core without imbalancing

the load. Sensitivity tests showed that intranode scaling properties were strongly

independent on the load per core.

Figure 4.5 shows the strong and weak intra-node scaling profile from 1 to 16

cores in a four-chip node. For weak intranode scaling, the speedup at 4 cores per
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chip is 60% of linear and falls off rapidly as more cores are used. For strong intranode

scaling, performance increases very slowly when increasing cores per node, and pro-

vides little performance benefit beyond 4 cores per node. Regardless of the scaling

regime (weak versus strong), improving single-node multicore performance would

provide a substantial benefit to the performance of the application, independent of

the inter-node scaling characteristics.

Our primary motivation in this paper is to investigate causes that prevent

HPC applications with excellent conventional scaling properties from being able to

utilize entire multicore supercomputers. If HPC applications cannot make good use

of quad core chips, how will they make use of 30, 45, or even 64 cores per chip

in the future? However, we will show that the multicore performance of HOMME

lies directly on the right edge of the cache regime of the valley graph, and for this

reason, even minor improvements to cache efficiency will have a signifiant benefit

for performance, effectively increasing scaling.

4.4 Multicore Performance Analysis

This section explores the ways that conventional performance bottlenecks, metrics,

and measurement error may be qualitatively and quantitatively different for multi-

core processors. Section 4.4.1 examines the basics of good multicore performance

and why classical unicore performance metrics may be misleading. Section 4.4.2 de-

scribes three fundamental architectural bottlenecks unique to multicore chips that

are the primary barriers to intranode scaling, new performance metrics needed to

classify each bottleneck, and some common code styles that may exacerbate them.

Section 4.4.3 describes how measurement artifacts change with multicore chips, pro-

viding a detailed categorization of memory measurement issues, the impact of core

skew, and the increased importance of lightweight measurements. The final section

summarizes a systematic approach to multicore performance analysis.
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4.4.1 Multicore Performance Metrics

This section introduces a fundamental approach to measuring multicore performance

along with comments about general performance metrics. It then demonstrates why

traditional unicore performance metrics, such as L1 and L2 cache miss rates, do not

adequately capture multicore memory issues.

Isolating intranode scaling effects

To simplify our experimental search space, we first determined how small a subset of

Ranger we could employ to study intra-node scaling. We varied both the number of

nodes and the number of cores per node, and found that the efficiency (performance

as a function of total cores) was largely independent of the number of nodes and

extremely dependent on cores per node. This feature is a testament to the internode

scalability of HOMME and enables studying intranode scaling using as few as four

4-socket nodes. For the rest of the paper, we employ a total of 16 threads and spread

them across 1 to 4 nodes, keeping the total work constant. We use a density scaling

metric in which core density is defined as the number of cores used per active socket;

core density varies from 1 to 4 in our experiments. We then used gprof to determine

which of HOMME’s procedures contribute most to the execution time and which of

these functions suffer most from intrachip scaling issues.

Metrics for “good” performance

The performance of each function of an HPC application can be characterized by

three rate metrics: Flops Per Cycle (FPC), the rate of algebraic computation; In-

structions Per Cycle (IPC), how hard the CPU is working; and Loads Per Cycle

(LPC), how hard the memory system is working. If any of these metrics approach

the expected maximum for that architecture, then performance is good and further

improvement must be accomplished through algorithmic optimizations. Advertised
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peak rates for performance metrics in most chips are well-known to be unrealistic.

However, reasonably attainable peak rate for application programs can be derived

from targeted micro-benchmarks written in high-level languages; these empirically

measured rates should be used for assessing performance of application codes. Note

that the ratio of these three metrics to each other is fixed by the dynamic instruction

mix, so generally only one of them can reach the hardware’s maximum. If all three

metrics are sub par, then in most cases the performance bottleneck is in the memory

system.

Figure 4.6 shows these three metrics on Ranger for the most important func-

tions in HOMME. For most programs, a combination of a high IPC, a high FPC

and a high LPC indicate good performance. An IPC value of 2 is very good for

Barcelona chips. In the middle of the graph are three functions with dramatically

higher values on all performance metrics that are CPU-bound. The highest perfor-

mance levels reached by these three CPU-bound functions is roughly 1.8 IPC, 1.3

FPC, and 0.5 LPC. These functions also simultaneously achieve the highest memory

performance (LPC) as well. The remaining eight functions are memory bound, with

an FPC of 0.1 or less and similarly low IPC and LPC. The multicore optimizations

described in Section 4.5, which are aimed at improving the LPC, increase the FPC

value to 0.25 FPC, still far below the reasonably attainable peak rate but more than

a factor of two over the FPC of the original code.

Traditional unicore metrics are insufficient

In traditional performance analysis, L1 and L2 cache miss ratios typically provide in-

sight into suspected memory bottlenecks. Furthermore, computation optimizations

are often assumed to be irrelevant to performance, since the processor is waiting

idly for data. However, we found that on modern multicore systems, these core local

performance metrics were not good indicators of multicore performance issues for
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Figure 4.6: Performance metrics for HOMME’s major functions.
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three reasons.

L1 miss ratios may be misleading: A low L1 cache miss ratio by itself

is not indicative of good memory performance on many chips because of the way in

which hits are counted. When a load accesses a missing cache line, it counts as a

miss, but all subsequent loads from that same cache line (which typically holds eight

double-precision floating-point values) count as a hit, even before the hardware has

been able to bring the cache line into the cache. By itself, this way of counting lowers

the effective miss ratio to 12.5%, assuming eight values per cache line, for a regular

stride-one application with all misses. In the presence of hardware prefetches, all

accesses to a cache line that is not yet in the cache may be counted as hits, resulting

in no L1 misses being recorded at all. Finally, once the (relatively small) maximum

number of outstanding loads supported by the CPU has been reached, all further

loads are stalled. The subsequent delay can be at least as long as a cache miss

without being counted as one. As a consequence, a modern application can have

great L1 performance but severe bottlenecks lower in the memory hierarchy. In fact,

prefetching makes it fairly common to see functions with nearly 100% L1 cache hits

actually fetching every value from DRAM and running at DRAM throughput rates.

Due to bandwidth limitations of current CPUs, such direct streaming algorithms

often suffer a 10-fold slowdown relative to the expected performance.

L2 cache miss ratios may not be predictive: We initially tried to infer

memory bottlenecks by looking at the way the core density affected the L2 miss

ratios. We assumed that if the L2 miss ratio was low or did not vary much with

density, the system did not likely suffer from significant L3 and DRAM scalability

problems. This assumption turned out to be false for functions with poor intrachip

scalability, but could be corrected by looking at a few additional metrics such as L3

hit and miss ratios and DRAM page hit ratios. We found that the actual L2 traffic

can be significantly higher due to prefetching, load replays, and coherence snoops,
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Figure 4.7: Miss ratio variability of major HOMME functions across the entire
memory hierarchy.
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which we observed to account for as much as 80% of the L2 bandwidth, even in pure

MPI codes without any direct data sharing between processes. Figure 4.7 illustrates

the miss rates at all levels of the memory hierarchy for the most important functions

in HOMME. Correlating the heights of the bars reveals two important multicore

effects: (1) L3 and DRAM miss rates are much higher than L1 and L2 miss rates

and (2) the degree of L1 and L2 miss rates is not predictive of L3 or DRAM miss

rates, and in fact is often uncorrelated with intrachip scalability. Miss rates increase

further down the memory hierarchy, since locality is being skimmed by the higher

caches.

Conventional CPU optimizations may be counterproductive: Ap-

plications are typically memory bound when multicore performance problems are

present. However, CPU metrics and optimizations are still relevant because in the

multicore regime, the exact order of load instructions has a first-class effect on per-

formance. As such, many CPU unicore optimizations actually have the potential to

hurt performance in the multicore regime. Figure 4.8 shows compiler flag effects on a

baseline and aggressive multicore fission and blocking optimization on PreqRobert,

as described in Section 4.5. Aggressive compiler optimizations such as “-O3” nearly

doubled performance in the unicore regime of 1 core per chip, but the combination

of optimizations drastically reduced performance in the multicore regime at 4 cores

per chip by creating irregular access patterns. This example quantifies the degree

to which CPU optimizations may behave differently depending on core density. The

degraded performance stemming from the irregular access patterns generated by

higher levels of unicore compiler optimization is why HPC users commonly use the

-O2 instead of the -O3 optimization level.

In our experiments with the two compilers available on Ranger (PGI and In-

tel’s icc 10.1), we also found that different compilers produce code with very different

memory access patterns from the same source code. Specifically, we observed that
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the performance metrics for individual functions may vary by up to 40% between

compilers, and metrics like cache and DRAM miss rates can vary by 3x.

4.4.2 Multicore Bottlenecks

This section describes three main architectural resources that we found to cause

scalability issues in multicore chips: L3 cache capacity, off-chip bandwidth, and

DRAM banks. This section also discusses how to measure and differentiate the

effects of each of these bottlenecks, an important process as the optimizations for

each bottleneck can differ.

Generally, issues in the memory system flow downwards: L3 capacity is-

sues increase off-chip bandwidth demands, and off-chip bandwidth may exacerbate

DRAM bank misses. However, it is still possible to experience any of these issues

as the primary bottleneck.
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L3 cache capacity

As seen in the previous section, the causes of poor intrachip scaling cannot be

resolved from only L1 and L2 miss ratios. Further complicating measurements, the

performance counters needed for L3 measurements and beyond are typically not

supported directly in general purpose performance tools such as PAPI. We were

able to use native hardware counters as defined in processor user guides [3, 36].

Fortunately, all of the tools we used for our case studies support passing native

counter IDs to the hardware.

Diagnosis: If the L3 miss ratio significantly increases when going from

the minimum to the maximum core density, it is likely that at least part of the

performance problem is the L3 capacity, since each core can now only use a fraction

of the shared cache. Note that the effective cache capacity can further be reduced

by associativity issues and false sharing between processes. Since L3 cache misses

directly translate into off-chip (i.e., node-level) bandwidth, applications with L3

capacity issues also tend to have memory bandwidth issues. Common solutions

involve reducing a function’s cache footprint, either in absolute terms or ephemerally,

by using data serially. Some common pitfalls are listed next.

Storing intermediate values to reduce computation. When cache

capacity is an issue, a good optimization is to reduce the memory footprint of a

function by reducing or reusing temporary variables and redundant arrays. DRAM

streaming speeds are 10 to 20 times slower than normal instruction execution, leaving

ample time to compute values redundantly instead of storing them. Interchanging

or promoting loops to minimize passes over the data can boost arithmetic intensity.

Although these types of optimizations are worthwhile, they may be infeasible for

large programs or when a programmer has limited familiarity with the code.

Operating on many values at once, instead of one at a time. An

even easier optimization which does not require knowledge of the code is described
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Figure 4.9: Loads Per Instruction: HOMME has an arithmetic intensity typical of
HPC programs, with 60%-100% of the instructions accessing memory in 8 of the 11
most important functions.

in Section 4.5, in which a technique we call loop microfission results in drastically

reducing the short term memory footprint of an application without effecting the

algorithm.

Off-chip bandwidth

Off-chip bandwidth is now recognized as a first order bottleneck with multicore

chips. Figure 4.9 illustrates LPI, or Loads Per Instruction, for the key functions in

HOMME. More than half of the key functions require a memory access with almost

every instruction executed. Because the x86 instruction set allows most instructions

to include a memory operand, the LPI metric can effectively double as compared to a

load/store architecture. HOMME is typical of HPC applications, which commonly
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have little reuse of data values and therefore do not benefit much from a cache

hierarchy. The off-chip memory accesses can be estimated by the L3 misses or

DRAM data accesses. It can also be instructive to look at a function’s “taper”,

defined as the number of bytes a given function needs to read per instruction at a

given level of the memory hierarchy, typically off-chip DRAM. Most studies focus

on bytes read from off-chip DRAM per instruction. Many functions in HOMME

require one in three memory accesses to go off-chip, which can be used to determine

the suitability of a given supercomputer to run a given HPC application.

Averages can be misleading. The performance weighted average for

HOMME is just 0.8 bytes/flop off chip, but this average includes a significant num-

ber of functions that have no off-chip traffic. Peak values are critical to maintaining

average performance, and we therefore recommend studying functions individually.

Determining a function’s off-chip bandwidth needs requires min-

imum thread density. The bandwidth requirements of a function can only be

judged when it is running unconstrained at one process per chip. If examined at

full core density, it may paradoxically appear that the function’s bandwidth usage

has decreased, yet performance is worse.

Diagnosis: The magnitude of bandwidth bottlenecks, if any, can be gauged

by the amount the function exceeds its share of off-chip bandwidth when running

at 1 core per chip, which is the total off-chip bandwidth divided by the number of

cores per chip.

DRAM pages

Perhaps the least studied multicore performance bottleneck involves contention over

DRAM pages (not to be confused with OS pages.) A DRAM page represents a row

of data that has been read from a DRAM bank and is cached within the DRAM for

faster access. DRAM pages can be large, 32 KB in the case of Ranger, and there
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are typically two per DIMM. This means that a Ranger node shares 32 different 32

KB pages among 16 cores on four chips, yielding a megabyte of SRAM cache in the

main memory.

Diagnosis: Most systems have straightforward counters to estimate the

total number of DRAM accesses and DRAM page hits, which may be significantly

greater than the number of L3 misses due to prefetched data. The performance effect

of DRAM page misses has become a first order concern in the multicore regime due

to the following reasons.

DRAM contention can significantly impact performance. When a

DRAM request is outside an open page, the page must first be written back to

DRAM (closed) and the next page read out (opened), which adds 30 ns (69 cycles

at 2.3 GHz) to the access time and reduces DRAM performance. As an optimization,

the DRAM controller will attempt to close a row (write back the results) after a

certain amount of time so the next access only needs to open a row, saving 15

ns. While this represents only 20% of the access time on Barcelona chips, newer

processors have been reducing absolute latency to DRAM, so the importance of

page misses will grow with time. As the number of cores per node grows, contention

will increase, and making effective use of DRAM pages will be more difficult. More

significant than this individual increase in latency is the reduction in effective DRAM

bandwidth when DRAM bank miss rates are high. It is not uncommon to have a

more than 50% DRAM bank miss rate when multiple cores contend for banks. While

DRAM controllers have buffers and schedulers to mitigate these issues, they tend

to by myopic due to limited buffer space.

DRAM Optimization is not necessarily complex. Many papers in the

literature have focused on optimizing memory controllers and thread schedulers to

reduce DRAM page contention, but few have explored the potential of employing

high-level code transformations to reduce DRAM conflicts. Managing DRAM local-
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ity at the program source level is difficult because we cannot easily control where

memory is physically allocated, where those physical pages reside in the node, or

when exactly the cores on a node access different pages. However, high-level code

transformations can alter the locality in the access patterns to reduce the aver-

age number of conflicts and thereby increase performance. Section 4.5 illustrates

the most important multicore optimization we found, using specially targeted loop

fission to reduce DRAM page conflicts.

4.4.3 Multicore Measurement Issues

The previous subsections described what is important to measure. However, these

new scaling and optimization behaviors resulting from multicore architectural bot-

tlenecks also lead to performance measurement issues that are not merely different,

but that can be extremely difficult to overcome. This section categorizes the ways

in which multicore measurement issues fundamentally differ from traditional perfor-

mance measurements, and follows with a description of the disturbance impact of

core skew and techniques required to minimize measurement disturbances.

Classical optimizations focus on CPU performance and CPU monitoring.

Their primary metric is speed, and aside from uncertainty regarding out-of-order

execution, timing code could simply subtract out its own execution time and have

minimal disturbance on running code. Although memory performance is critical

for a wide span of applications ranging from HPC to databases that tend to have

low arithmetic intensity (Figure 4.9), multicore scalability issues tend to arise from

complex interactions of a hierarchical memory structure contested by many cores.

This observation leads to the following fundamental difficulties when trying to trace

a memory performance issue to its cause in software.

• Memory effects are highly context sensitive. They depend on the state of all the

caches and DRAM banks in the system. The performance of a given function
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that always performs the same amount of computation will tend to have a

much higher degree of variability, and depend much more on its calling context,

since performance will depend on the data the calling functions have brought

on chip and the state of the memory system upon entering the function.

• Memory bottlenecks tend to be bursty. This results in extreme local variations

in performance that might be hidden in larger averages.

• Memory interactions are nondeterministic. Just as debugging parallel pro-

grams can be hard due to non-determinism, memory bottlenecks caused by

the interactions of threads on the memory system also tend to be nondeter-

ministic.

• Memory bottlenecks can be highly non-local. Because the latency of the mem-

ory system can be hundreds to thousands of cycles, and because memory access

speed is affected by the activities of previous memory operations, an appar-

ent memory bottleneck often is caused by earlier functions. Additionally, the

natural time skew between the activities of different cores and chips tend to

spread the range of memory effects far beyond the time of complete cache

turn over, the time it takes for all data in the on-chip memory hierarchy to be

replaced with new data.

• Disturbing memory behavior in the attempt to measure it is much easier in

the multicore regime, due to the difficulty in bracketing memory effects. The

influence of a performance measurement may be felt much later, while the

counter events recorded during the actual timing calls may have been caused

by code in an earlier timing interval or may even have been influenced by a

different core running different code. Any sophisticated timing library will

need to make multiple round trips to main memory to update counter totals,

resulting in time dilations of thousands to millions cycles, which along with
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such effects as prefetching and cache interference can create disturbances in

the entire memory system that last for tens of billions of cycles. More details

on this appear in the following subsection. For this reason, we have found that

developing or utilizing extremely light weight timing libraries is required to see

an optimization’s effects on the running code and not simply the optimization’s

effects on the timing code.

As a result of these fundamental issues, the notion of a given function having

“average performance characteristics” is less certain, and the performance effects of

the measurements themselves are much more difficult to isolate and remove. The

next subsection discusses these issues in more detail and suggests techniques to

overcome them.

Effects of Core Skew

An important performance effect in the multicore regime is what we call “core skew”

effects. Because each core might be in a slightly different phase of execution, differ-

ent functions may be running on different cores at the same time. This effect can

be due to natural drift between synchronizations, such as from NUMA effects or

non-deterministic memory contention, or due to an intense memory event having a

somewhat serializing effect, pushing the cores further out of phase. Finally, this ef-

fect can be caused by a single core performing unique duties, such as printing results

or doing performance monitoring, that kicks that core further out of phase relative

to the others. The effect is that an intense event gets “smeared out” over time,

because it remains in operation from the time the first core starts the section until

the last core finishes it. At a phase change boundary, light computational functions

may slightly overlap with memory intensive functions, slowing their performance.

Figure 4.10 shows all these effects in HOMME. The figure demonstrates the

average execution time of a single function, PreqRobert, for each major computa-
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Figure 4.10: Core skew causes significant jitter and prolongs disturbances for tens
of billions of cycles, making temporal context critical in measurement.
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tional timestep, across a trillion cycle window. These are not short term performance

fluctuations, but averages of hundreds of executions over more than a billion cycles.

In particular, the extreme oscillations caused by program initialization (not shown

on graph) still cause performance oscillations of 35% (clipped in graph) tens of bil-

lions of cycles later. The latent perturbations are large enough to throw off total

performance averages dramatically. Note that these perturbations last many times

longer than the complete turnover of all data in the memory system, which oc-

curs many times per major timestep, and even longer than a single major timestep,

during which all cores resynchronize execution through a local barrier.

In addition, because the continuous performance oscillation (on the order

of a few billion cycles, or 3 timesteps on Ranger and 8 timesteps on Longhorn) is

larger than the difference in average performance, average performance values do

not correctly convey which optimization is better. While this graph demonstrates

background oscillations of just a few percent, we have observed periodic oscillations

up to 20%.

Many people already know to fast forward over the initialization and cache

warm-up time. But in the multicore regime, one must fast forward tens of billions

of cycles into regular code execution for the skew disturbances to die down. It is

also critical to minimize clock skew by having all cores do as similar operations as

possible.

Performance oscillations and extreme perturbation delays combine and make

it critical for performance measurements to preserve temporal context. The variation

spikes on the left side of Figure 4.10 are so high that the average performance of many

key functions depends on exactly when the timing starts. This is why for HOMME,

temporal context was much more important than calling context. Another classic

example where temporal context is critical is when touching a page for the first time

causes TLB misses with page initializations taking 25,000 cycles each. If the system
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in use does not support huge pages, initialization can consume a large fraction of

execution time.

Because conventional instruction logging is completely impractical for func-

tions that recur tens of millions of times a second or more, we developed a hier-

archical scheme in which performance metrics were averaged over sub millisecond

periods, and then these period averages were used to accumulate statistical infor-

mation about variation with time.

Minimizing measurement disturbance

Many measurement tools are very heavyweight, but rely on the concept of sampling

versus explicit measurements. When called, such performance libraries will interrupt

the program, crawl the user stack to determine the point of execution and the call

graph, read out all of the performance counters, and update all the local statistics.

In so doing, the entire on-chip memory system tends to get flushed and must be

reloaded when the program resumes. The performance disturbances caused by the

program demand paging all of its data upon resuming impacts performance for

a significant amount of time. The idea is to mitigate huge perturbations to the

code by only doing the measurement once in a while,no more than at most every

50,000 cycles, and preferably only once every several million cycles. Even with

such long intervals, it is still not uncommon for many tools to dilate execution

time several, if not dozens of times over [1], and due to the nature of memory

disturbances, it is impossible to “bound” this disturbance and remove it from the

performance analysis. Worse yet, the very notion of sampling to characterize an

application implies statistical convergence, and in this chapter we show that the

sparse sampling necessitated by heavy handed measurement software fails to uncover

significant performance bottlenecks as a result. Finally, these kinds of memory

heavy approaches to program analysis can lead to serious disturbance issues when
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function size % exec time

2,000 cycles or less 20%
2,000 to 10,000 cycles 10%

10K to 200K 15%
200K to 1 million cycles 15%

1 million to 10 million cycles 0%
10 million or more cycles 35%

Table 4.1: Duration of important HOMME functions

averaging many samples over many functions by completely changing the behavior

of the memory system. This paper has already shown that memory disturbances can

last for billions of cycles. The result is that perceived bottlenecks and optimization

solutions are actually optimizing the measurement code. In the rest of this section,

we show how the most popular open source performance tools overlooked important

performance characteristics in HOMME.

On modern CPUs, cycle latencies are much larger. A single assembly instruc-

tion to read one performance counter takes 9 cycles. Reading 4 counters at once

takes 30 cycles and is done twice per interval. A user function call can take 40 cy-

cles. A running total must be updated, and in typical HPC functions, will be flushed

from the cache between calls. Even a single low level user call to PAPI READ to

get a performance counter value takes 400 cycles, and a system call can take 5,000

cycles. Yet, even these calls are trivial compared to more heavyweight timing code

that may take tens of millions of cycles and completely disrupt the memory system.

In contrast to this trend, Table 4.1 shows the distribution of lifespans of the

most important HOMME functions. Roughly half of HOMME’s run time (45%) is

spent in very small functions, with 20% of execution time spent in functions only

2,000 cycles long, less than a single microsecond. Note that only the largest category

in the table includes functions that run for 1 millisecond or longer. Additionally,

short lived functions are called with extremely high frequency, with some exceeding
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tens of millions of calls per second. And the effect of core skew means that these

functions exhibit a large variation in performance characteristics. While we found

conventional measurement techniques would work for relatively large functions tak-

ing several milliseconds or longer, about half the important HOMME functions

require special measurement care to avoid arbitrarily wrong measurements. This is

even more essential when evaluating potential code optimizations.

The important message is that correct assessment of bottlenecks requires

utilizing multiple performance analysis tools to get qualitatively correct answers.

Higher level measurement tools, which are simple to use but extremely heavy weight,

are convenient for initial classification and for analysis of long running functions of

tens of milliseconds or more. But once small, important functions are discovered,

proper analysis requires a more delicate and targeted measurement approach such

as custom PAPI or PerfCtr calls, or using lightweight or targeted tools like gprof

and TAU. We provide a brief summary of our tool experiences below.

We found gprof [30] was the easiest tool to use and had the lowest overhead

of any available tool aside from our custom PerfCtr code. gprof uses statistical

sampling, but was accurate for all but the three smallest functions in HOMME. Tau

had the lowest overhead of any explicit sampling tool, and could handle any kind of

sampling context [74]. HPCToolkit had high overhead, but was the only tool that

found code hot spots in arbitrary loop nests [1]. In fact HPCToolkit was responsible

for isolating three of the top 11 most important code regions. PerfExpert [9] is a

new tool designed to be as easy to use as gprof, and it worked reasonably well on

this task. However, for our most difficult measurement tasks, we resorted to code

instrumentation to measure performance counters with low enough disturbance to

see meaningful results for the actual code and optimization effects, instead of just

measuring the performance measurement code. We found we sometimes needed this

approach even on medium sized functions taking up to a million cycles.
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4.4.4 Multicore Analysis Summary

Based on the general challenges highlighted in the previous sections, we have dis-

tilled out the following recipe that provides a systematic approach to optimizing

performance on multicore systems.

• Begin the analysis in a traditional way, i.e., by determining a representative

run configuration and using a tool like gprof to identify the most important

functions by total execution time. Running this test at minimum and max-

imum core density will determine the functions with the poorest intracore

scalability.

• Compare the IPC, FPC and LPC values for these functions at maximum core

density to good values for the underlying system to determine the optimiza-

tion headroom. For functions with poor performance, gather multicore per-

formance counter information such as L3 and DRAM miss rates for minimum

and maximum core densities.

• If the L3 miss rates increase with core density, focus on optimizations that

minimize cache footprints or temporary variables, or serialize data accesses.

• If there are functions that, at minimum core density, greatly exceed their share

of off-chip bandwidth, but capacity is not an issue, focus on loop interchanges

that may allow greater data reuse, or replace stored data with redundant

computation where possible.

• If there is an increase in DRAM bank miss rates with core density, focus on

rearranging loops to access only a single array at a time.

• For medium and large functions that take multiple milliseconds or longer to

execute per invocation, any convenient measurement tool, such as TAU, HPC-

Toolkit or PAPI will suffice. Shorter functions require minimal overhead tim-
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ing approaches, such as a selective TAU run or PerCtr code. Averages should

be checked for variations at different points of the execution.

4.5 Multicore Optimizations

The goal of performance measurement and analysis is usually optimization. We

consider two categories of optimizations: algorithmic optimization, in which the

algorithms are changed, and source-code optimizations, which are typically local to a

loop nest or function and leave the algorithm unchanged. Source-code optimizations

often require little knowledge of the algorithm and are simpler to implement. Some

source-code optimizations can be automatically applied by the compiler.

The previous section identifies and establishes procedures for measuring and

analyzing three multicore-specific performance bottlenecks: L3 capacity, off-chip

bandwidth, and DRAM page misses. Algorithmic optimizations for alleviating these

bottlenecks include making an algorithm more computationally heavy or helping

reduce off-chip bandwidth and bus contention. But algorithmic optimizations often

require more detailed program comprehension, spread across large code sections, and

may not be portable across applications. Therefore, we concentrate on source-code

optimizations.

The most effective local multicore optimization we found is microfission,

which is a specialization of two well-known compiler optimizations, loop fission and

loop fusion [5]. This optimization first splits (fissions) complex loops that reference

multiple arrays into simple loops such that in each loop nest, (1) no more than

two independent arrays are accessed, and (2) no more than one array is loaded

from memory memory. For most linear computation, a complex calculation can be

broken down into individual steps of the form C[i] = f(C[i], X[i]), where C[i] is

cached and X[i] is streamed. Afterwards, the optimization combines (fuses) all loop

bodies that operate on the same two arrays. For example, Figure 4.11 shows a key
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do k=1,nlev

do j=1,nv

do i=1,nv

T(i,j,k,n0) = T(i,j,k,n0) + smooth*(T(i,j,k,nm1) &

- 2.0D0*T(i,j,k,n0) + T(i,j,k,np1))

v(i,j,1,k,n0) = v(i,j,1,k,n0) + smooth*(v(i,j,1,k,nm1) &

- 2.0D0*v(i,j,1,k,n0) + v(i,j,1,k,np1))

v(i,j,2,k,n0) = v(i,j,2,k,n0) + smooth*(v(i,j,2,k,nm1) &

- 2.0D0*v(i,j,2,k,n0) + v(i,j,2,k,np1))

div(i,j,k,n0) = div(i,j,k,n0) + smooth*(div(i,j,k,nm1) &

- 2.0D0*div(i,j,k,n0) + div(i,j,k,np1))

end do

end do

end do

Figure 4.11: Loops in HOMME typically iterate over many different arrays at the
same time (code shows loop from PreqRobert update).

loop in HOMME that accesses four different arrays and 24 different array sequences

in a single loop. Figure 4.12 shows how the first line of the loop body is broken up

so that each time only one array is brought into the private cache and at most one

array is kept in the private cache.

This optimizations offers two critical benefits to code executing on a multicore

chip or multichip node. First, it reduces the loop-level working set to two arrays.

This may significantly reduce L3 cache misses. Second, it reduces the total number of

independent locations being requested from the memory system across all the cores

in a node. The result is a reduction in the number of DRAM page misses, while

empowering the memory controllers to batch requests more intelligently. Finally,

compilers are good at optimizing small loop bodies and thus end up producing better

code once microfission has been applied.

A practical complication is that modern compilers are “smart” enough to

fuse small loops and undo the optimization. To save the microfission optimization

from such compiler transformations, we encapsulate each micro-loop in a separate

function. While this process introduces a substantial CPU overhead (which could be

avoided by better control of compiler optimization), it still improves performance.

This result clearly suggests defining a compiler switch or pragma to disable loop
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do k=1,nlev

do j=1,nv ! Load T(i,j,k,n0) into cache

do i=1,nv ! May need to block across all loops in T

T(i,j,k,n0) = (1.0 - 2.0*smooth) * T(i,j,k,n0)

end do

end do

end do

do k=1,nlev

do j=1,nv

do i=1,nv

T(i,j,k,n0) = T(i,j,k,n0) + smooth * T(i,j,k,nm1)

end do

end do

end do

do k=1,nlev

do j=1,nv

do i=1,nv

T(i,j,k,n0) = T(i,j,k,n0) + smooth * T(i,j,k,np1)

end do

end do

end do

Figure 4.12: Applying microfission to the first line of the loop body in Figure 4.11.
At any one time, one array stays in the private cache while a second array is streamed
in.

fusion.

One important assumption of microfission is that two arrays fit completely

in one core’s share of the on-chip caches. For the HOMME data sets used, this is

the case, as each array for a single blocked element takes up just 48KB. If the arrays

were too large to fit in the caches, blocking would be necessary.

The performance effects of microfission are illustrated in Figure 4.13 as mea-

sured on Ranger. The second set of bars (L2 MR) show that the L2 miss rate is

essentially unaffected, increasing slightly from 7.4% to 7.9%, despite the increased

private cache bandwidth incurred by the optimization. This confirms that private

cache bandwidth is ample to support the lowest arithmetic intensity HPC codes,

and that microfission is a multicore optimization having minimal effect on individ-

ual cores. The next bars to the right (L3 MR) illustrate the reduction in contention

for shared on-chip resources. L3 miss rates, typically above 50% for HPC applica-
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Figure 4.13: Effect of performing the microfission optimization: L3 miss rate and
off-chip BW cut in half, DRAM page hits more than doubled, and performance
increased by 35%
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tions, are cut in half from 66% to 33% due to the local drop in working set size.

Off-chip bandwidth needs are reduced accordingly. The DRAM page hit rate (bars

labeled Page HR), previously below 20%, is 2.5 times as high, breaking the 50%

mark, while the page miss rate (Page MR) is down from 53% to 25%. DRAM

conflict miss rates (Page CR), representing the worst type of DRAM contention,

are down by a more modest 11% from an already low rate of 27%. As a result of

reducing resource contention, actual performance (the first set of bars) increased by

33% on Ranger and by 35% on Longhorn.

Microfission also improves intrachip/intranode scaling. Comparing the opti-

mized code at 4 cores per chip to the base code at 1 core per chip, we see a 33%

increase in scalability – on Ranger/Barcelona, the optimized code reaches 78% effi-

ciency at 4 cores per chip and actually manages to benefit from 3 cores per chip. On

Longhorn/Nehalem, the optimized version has 10% better intrachip scaling proper-

ties over the unoptimized version. However, comparing the optimized version at 4

cores per chip over the unoptimized base at 1 core per chip, the efficiency increases

to 58%, a 42% improvement in intrachip scalability that is able to benefit from all

4 cores.

The computational pattern that enables microfission, i.e., multiple terms in

an equation discretized on the same grid, is common across regular HPC applica-

tions so that microfission should enhance the performance and scalability of many

such applications. The detailed measurement and analysis of the performance of

HOMME on multicore chips and the success of microfission suggests some guide-

lines for coding regular applications for multicore chips: (i) employ structures of

arrays rather than arrays of structures, (ii) group all computations on a logical data

structure in the same loop as much as possible, (iii) minimize the number of tem-

porary arrays that are declared and used, and (iv) adjust array/loop block sizes to

fit in the caches that are characteristic of multicore chips.
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4.6 Summary

This paper details an experimental study of intrachip/intranode scalability and the

factors that determine this scalability for HPC applications running on systems

with multicore chips and multi-chip nodes. Our study focuses on a deep analysis of

HOMME, an at-scale application used for production climate modeling.

In line with our thesis, we show that throughput performance is different than

single threaded performance. Our results demonstrate that effective measurement,

analysis, and optimization of memory performance bottlenecks intrinsic to multi-

core nodes require a different and more complex approach than memory bottleneck

detection and alleviation in unicore nodes. We show that multicore systems exhibit

qualitative and quantitative differences in performance bottlenecks and metrics, in

experimental and measurement issues, and in optimization strategies.

For example, we show that accurate memory performance measurements in

multicore environments must account for the delayed effects of memory references

and the nondeterministic interactions among the cores on a chip and/or node, which

are immaterial or absent in unicore nodes. We further show the temporal context of

the measurements to be critical, and obtaining sufficient measurement accuracy may

require using multiple tools. We demonstrate a range of measurement techniques

to overcome these complications, including the creation of a light weight library

for reading hardware performance counters. We also describe a structured process

for effectively measuring the performance metrics critical to multicore chip and

multichip node performance, including methods for interpreting these metrics to

obtain an accurate definition of the causes of multicore-related memory performance

bottlenecks.

Using this process, we have confirmed what the mathematical model indi-

cated — the core performance bottleneck is the shared memory system. Specifically,

significant performance bottlenecks exist in all three key shared memory resources
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that would be anticipated from Chapter 3: shared L3 cache capacity, shared off-

chip bandwidth, and DRAM page conflicts. Scaling tests showed that Homme was

operating on the right side of the cache regime in the valley graph — in the steep

drop off — and so techniques which can reduce the cache footprint of the applica-

tion even by a small amount should lead to large throughput benefits and increased

scalability. Driven by these bottlenecks, we developed a source-code loop-level op-

timization called microfission that, when applied to HOMME, reduces the L3 cache

miss rate by almost 50%, more than doubles the DRAM page hit rate, reduces

compiler overhead instructions by a third, and increases intrachip scalability by up

to 42% and absolute performance by up to 35%. We anticipate that microfission

will be applicable to a wide range of multicore applications and that our insights

into multicore bottlenecks will inspire additional optimizations specifically aimed at

multicore execution.

The contributions of this study included the performance characterization of

a major HPC Challenge supercomputing application in the native environment of

the Ranger Supercomputer, the identification performance bottlenecks in the shared

memory system of the node, the realization that core-shared performance counter

metrics are of key importance for multicore application throughput. And that due to

the incredible lag times on multicore disturbances, multicore performance analysis

requires studying cycle spans an order of magnitude longer than traditional unicore

applications. We demonstrated the pitfalls of traditional, heavyweight sampling

systems, and introduced a custom, ultra light weight library for reading performance

counters, Finally, we demonstrate that localized multicore optimization techniques

exist and introduce a new compiler technique called “Loop Fission” that lead to

several follow on studies at TACC[19, 9, 20].

This coarse grained study validated what we learned from the mathematical

model of throughput performance. First, that the most critical performance bottle-
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neck would be in the shared memory system. The optimizations we made actually

hurt single threaded performance, yet were a net performance win. And second, in

line with the performance spiral, even a slight gain in efficiency delivered significant

results in throughput performance. While the chaotic contention between threads

in a complex multicore system would seem utterly beyond the ability of a program-

mer or compiler to control, just slightly increasing caching efficiency made a big

difference. In this case, Loop Fission over an incredibly small time scale reduces the

working set of each thread. This reduces shared cache misses, improves bandwidth

efficiency, and reduces contention throughout the system. We will now see how

the guiding principles of throughput performance may apply to fine-grained parallel

systems.
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Chapter 5

Fine-Grained Throughput

Architectures

We will now attempt to apply our knowledge of throughput performance to fine-

grained throughput architectures. We expect the tradeoffs to be far more severe

than in the coarse-grained case, since the thread to on-chip memory ratio is far

higher than with coarse grained throughput architectures. In Chapter 3, we saw

that there are many ways to improve the efficiency of a cache and reduce latency. In

the type of fine-grained system we now study, called a Replay Architecture, there is

a unique opportunity for latency reduction. As we will explore in Chapter 6, in this

kind of system, a memory instruction must continually replay form the beginning

until all of its SIMD lanes complete. Anything that can help the lanes complete

faster has the effect of dramatically reducing single thread latency.

In our study of coarse-grained throughput architectures in Chapter 4, we took

a fixed hardware architecture and looked at how we could improve the software stack.

In this chapter we take an existing software stack and look at how we can improve

the hardware architecture to increase parallel efficiency and throughput. We will

apply what we learned in the multicore study — that it is absolutely critical that our
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metrology is sound, that we are adequately modeling the most crucial architectural

elements of throughput performance, and that we are doing so on a time scale

sufficient to stress the on-chip memory system.

This chapter describes our initial methodology and insights into a type of fine-

grained architecture known as a Replay Architecture. This architecture is loosely

based on NVIDIA GPUs, although not intended to represent any specific product.

We begin by describing our custom GPU simulator along with our rationale for

creating one. Then we describe our target fine-grained hardware architecture along

with a basic description of a Replay Architecture. Finally, we describe the Rodinia

and Parboil parallel benchmark suites we use in our evaluation, providing character-

istics of the memory access patterns of these benchmarks that are critical to guiding

architectural enhancements in Chapter 6.

5.1 A Custom Simulator

We created a custom simulator to address some fundamental issues with existing

throughput simulators. The following were are primary design goals.

• Model a plausible on-chip memory system for a throughput architecture. No

existing simulators had timing models for the primary on-chip memory systems

of throughput architectures, many modeling 1-cycle latency for access. This

trivializes the need for TLP, dramatically skewing results in a wide range of

research such as thread scheduling.

• Speed. Simulators that are too slow make it difficult to analyze throughput

memory systems with scales that could stress the memory system. As dis-

cussed in Chapter 3, throughput architectures require much longer run times

to get meaningful performance data.
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• Robustness. How easy is the simulator to debug? How do we know we are

getting the correct result?

• Software issues. Many simulators at the time used compiler intermediate code

as a proxy for true assembly language. Compounding this issue were poor

optimizations at this stage in the tool chain that substantially misrepresented

metrics like memory intensity and TLP.

• Baseline performance. It’s easy to show an architectural speedup over a naive

baseline. We wanted to make sure we had a very aggressive baseline architec-

ture so that any speedup results would be significant.

Our simulator is a custom GPU architecture simulator that models long la-

tency replay mechanisms, sort networks, crossbars, and a GPU-like primary memory

system. Our simulator is a fully execution-driven, highly detailed, cycle-accurate

simulation of the entire GPU core and secondary memory system. We fully model

the execution pipelines, thread selection and retirement, multiple pipelines in the

primary memory system, tag and bank access, re-order buffers, sort networks and

crossbars, wire traversals, and contention at all levels. Our performance numbers

are the total cycles taken by each application as simulated; all benchmarks are

simulated to completion.

For efficiency, we leverage a modified version of Ocelot [43, 23] for the in-

terpretation and functional execution of instructions in CUDA programs. Ocelot

then feeds a cycle-accurate timing simulation that is fast enough to run the largest

possible datasets on all benchmarks for billions of cycles, realistically stressing the

memory system. We ran benchmarks on a single SM and allocated them a sin-

gle, direct mapped, 48KB slice of the 768KB L2 cache. This simplification results in

somewhat conservative L2 cache performance, since SMs cannot benefit from shared

data. However, unlike the findings in [39], we found that global data sharing across
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Figure 5.1: Baseline GPU architecture.

tasks (CTAs) is minimal in the applications we evaluated.

Power model: Modeling power requirements is challenging, as the struc-

tures examined in this paper are not modeled in conventional simulators [50], and

the area and power required depend highly on the exact VLSI implementation. For

replay costs, we estimated core pipeline power and redundant register reads as a

fixed fraction of SM power in the manner of [28]. Power in the primary memory

pipeline is dominated by the cross-bar switch, whose power is best approximated by

a wire-transmission model. We modeled the area and power of the cross-bar similar

to CACTI [75], using a standard cell library for geometry and computing active

power based on actual wire traversals during simulation. We chose the conservative

VLSI layout of a monolithic grid connecting data lanes to SRAM banks, and mod-

eled active and static power using ITRS Roadmap wire models, taking the approach

of [47]. The power needed for register accesses, tag accesses, SRAM banks, and L2

caches, as well as the size and power for crossbar logic came from standard cell data

reported in [31].
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5.2 Replay Architectures

Our baseline architecture is loosely modeled on NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture, shown

in Figure 5.1. This is a generic design similar to others in the literature [6, 62, 84],

and is not intended to correspond directly to any existing product. The GPU

consists of 16 streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each containing 64 SIMT (single-

instruction, multiple thread) lanes that each execute up to one thread instruction

per cycle. Each SM dynamically manages up to 8 different CTAs (Cooperative

Thread Arrays) simultaneously, populating up to 48 warp slots with up to 1,536

total active SIMT lanes. Up to two 32-lane warp instructions per cycle issue in

order and complete out of order. Each warp controller contains a small instruction

buffer and scoreboard to prepare instructions for issue, and a reorder buffer for

in-order retirement.

Each SM contains a 128KB SRAM array for storing register values and a

64KB SRAM scratchpad, half of which is used as a 32KB L1 cache. The baseline

SRAM array is divided into 32 fully independent 32-bit wide banks and supports

full scatter/gather via a bank sort network and a 32×32 32-bit crossbar. Global

tag arrays determine if an L1 cache line is present. Each L1 cache line is 128-bytes,

spanning 32 banks. Our L1 cache is direct mapped. While slightly pessimistic,

GPUs have limited associativity to conserve power, and AMI provides an alternate

approach to reducing set conflicts. L1 misses coalesce in MSHRs and are sent to

a 768KB global L2 cache. L2 misses go directly to DRAM. As all our benchmark

kernels fit in a few KB, we ignore instruction cache misses.

Active lanes in the warp may not all successfully complete their memory

transaction due to (1) a conflict in the tag array (too many cache lines referenced),

(2) memory divergence (not all cache lines present in L1), or (3) bank conflicts.

Incomplete memory instructions move to a replay buffer which contends with new

instructions for issue slots. To preserve memory consistency, other in-flight memory
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instructions from the same warp are squashed and reissued. Our model is more

aggressive than current GPUs, which avoid a replay queue by squashing and reis-

suing all instructions from the warp beginning with the conflicted memory instruc-

tion [56, 57]. Replays reuse major SM hardware and preserve memory consistency

but also cost energy and reduce throughput performance [78].

To demonstrate a meaningful improvement over a state-of-the-art architec-

ture, we chose an aggressive base case with dual global tag arrays that virtually

eliminates tag conflicts while increasing average base performance by 10%.

5.3 Fine Grained Benchmark Suites

After studying throughput applications in the context of conventional CMPs, we

decided to look at applications designed for fine-grained throughput architectures.

As before, we decided that it would be useful to examine the characteristics of more

regular, legacy throughput code designed for earlier GPU architectures before mov-

ing on to less regular, more general purpose throughput code. These applications

historically ran very efficiently on GPUs and were designed for earlier, simpler archi-

tectures without on-chip caches or scatter gather ability. The common assumption

about such code is that it would not benefit from low latency throughput archi-

tectures because there would likely be high arithmetic intensity, little data locality

(aside from scratchpad use), and massive amounts of thread level parallelism to

mask latencies to main memory. The results were mixed, but surprising. A lot of

the applications had significant reuse, at least within a task. Yet access was less

regular than might be assumed, with cooperative threads being more independent

than previously assumed. Some had relatively low arithmetic intensity, and most

had a surprising lack of available parallelism preventing them from scaling up to

larger throughput chips without increasing parallel efficiency.

To cover a wide range of applications in a short time, we chose to target
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GPGPU benchmark suites, but to run them with the largest possible input datasets,

to stress the on-chip memory system in a realistic way. Parboil [65] and Rodinia

[12] are the two most widely used GPGPU benchmarks in academia, and they

differ markedly from CMP style throughput benchmarks like PARSEC in their use

of much finer grained parallelism and independent (vs coordinating) tasks. While

other publications have examined coarser aspects of their behavior [13], we have

studied their data access patterns in detail.

The aim of this characterization study is to determine the degree to which

parallel efficiency in these benchmarks could potentially be improved through the

on-chip memory system. Answering this question requires examining the perfor-

mance characteristics identified in Chapter 3 as the most critical to throughput

performance:

• What is the dynamic instruction mix of the applications, i.e., what percentage

of instructions actually access memory in some way? Arithmetic intensity and

the overall dynamic instruction mix has a first order effect on the sensitivity

of throughput performance to instruction latency, and it can be altered by the

algorithm, the compiler, and the ISA.

• How is this data from memory used? Is there enough reuse to offset compulsory

(cold) misses? Is there enough concentration of locality in the working set to

effectively cache on chip? Is there enough spatial locality (contiguity) in the

working set to be efficiently exploited by cache lines? How common is data

sharing across different tasks?

• What is the data sharing behavior between individual MIMD threads within

each task? This impacts the ability to reduce local working set size through

different thread scheduling algorithms.
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5.3.1 Rodinia and Parboil Benchmarks

This section provides a brief overview of the benchmark applications, highlighting

their diversity. The following sections highlight some key performance characteristics

relevant to our study.

The Parboil benchmarks were created by the IMPACT Research Group at

the University of Illinois. They are kernels adapted from classical CMP style coarse

parallelism, with longer tasks operating on more data. The largest Parboil bench-

marks executes 350 billion scalar instructions. The Rodinia benchmarks have also

been hand translated from conventional parallel code, but have been optimized us-

ing the styles of classical GPGPU programming. Rodinia is a living benchmark

suite that is constantly expanding with new applications designed to have unique

characteristics. Currently, we have analyzed a subset of 13 benchmarks that have

already been ported to the Ocelot framework.

Both of these benchmark suites are largely representative of GPGPU past -

they target applications that have been widely successful at leveraging GPUs and

tend to have fairly regular computation, with no assumptions of on-chip cache. We

assume they are characteristic of legacy GPGPU applications.

Parboil Benchmarks

• sad - Sum of absolute differences. An integer benchmark in the area of image

analysis. Based on the full-pixel motion estimation algorithm found in the JM

reference H.264 video encoder.

• cp - Distance Cutoff Coulombic Potential - Computes the short-range com-

ponent of Coulombic potential at each grid point over a 3D grid containing

point charges representing an explicit-water biomolecular model.

• tpacf - Two Point Angular Correlation Function - Used to statistically ana-

lyze the spatial distribution of observed astronomical bodies. The algorithm
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computes a distance between all pairs of input, and generates a histogram

summary of the observed distances.

• mri-q - Magnetic Resonance Imaging - Q - Computes a matrix Q, representing

the scanner configuration for calibration, used in a 3D magnetic resonance

image reconstruction algorithms in non-Cartesian space.

• mri-fhd - Computes a regular grid of data representing an MR scan by

weighted interpolation of actual acquired data points. The regular grid can

then be converted into an image by an FFT.

• rpes - Molecular Dynamics simulation.

• pns - Petri Net Simulation - A graph traversal algorithm.

Rodinia Benchmarks

• backprop - Back Propagation - a machine learning algorithm used to train

the weights of connecting nodes on a layered neural network.

• needle - Needleman-Wunch - a global optimization method for DNA sequence

alignment.

• hotspot - Thermal simulation of a processor based on an architectural floor

plan.

• srad - Speckle Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion - a diffusion algorithm based

on partial differential equations used for removing the speckles in an image

without sacricing important image features. Widely used in ultrasonic and

radar imaging applications.

• lu - LU Decomposition from Dense Linear Algebra.
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• hwt - Heart wall - an image tracking program that operates on an AVI video

of a mouse xray and tracks the walls of the beating heart.

There were multiple input data sets for these benchmarks, and we chose the

largest input data sets available, both to represent a more realistic application, and

to sufficiently stress the memory system.

5.3.2 Arithmetic Intensity

The most fundamental question to investigate is the arithmetic intensity of the

benchmarks, as insufficient use of the memory system limits any possible benefits

we can deliver. This question goes beyond the conventional view of arithmetic

intensity, since most of the applications already make use of the on-chip scratch

pad, filtering out both memory intensity and memory reuse from the conventional

cache hierarchy. What we found confirmed a number of hypothesis - that the tool

chain would artificially inflate arithmetic intensity, and that the majority of memory

references were to scratchpad accesses. However, we did find that the majority

of benchmarks still had enough references to conventional memory to potentially

benefit from caching - if there was sufficient data reuse. With the exception of pns,

for which loads and stores are roughly equal, load instructions make up the majority

of memory accesses and are more critical wrt latency sensitivity.

Arithmetic intensity can be further divided between conventional, cache

memory, and the explicit use of a hardware scratch pad, which is a common feature

of these architectures. The conventional programming model of GPUs is to use a

scratchpad as an explicit L1 cache, which often limits the reuse of data in conven-

tional caches. We find that most of the benchmarks follow this pattern, with most

data accesses to the scratchpad, and a lesser amount to conventional memory. The

exception are four benchmarks from Parboil - mri-q, mri-fhd, cp and pns - which

make no use of the scratchpad. Figure 5.3 shows the dynamic instruction ratio
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between conventional memory (cache) access, scratchpad access, and operations.

Figure 5.2 shows this data in terms of arithmetic intensity, that is, the ratio of oper-

ations to memory accesses of each type. The message is that conventional memory

access is a far smaller ratio of instructions in these benchmarks than in the earlier

CMP studies, with hwt being the only benchmark with conventional memory access

above 5% of instructions. This would foreshadow a reduced role of the memory

system in throughput performance, although we expect these ratios to increase once

we correct for compiler and ISA effects.

5.3.3 Available Parallelism

Another very fundamental question is whether these benchmarks have ample paral-

lelism, in which the main goal of increasing parallel efficiency is to increase through-

put performance at the architectural limits of supporting parallelism, or if these

benchmarks might also be in danger of parallel starvation, in which insufficient al-

gorithmic parallelism exists to saturate the machine. The common view is that

these applications, by being fine grained, have an almost unbounded amount of par-

allelism, which would make parallel efficiency and caching of little importance. We

were surprised to discover that even the finest grained applications, running with

the largest input files, actually encountered parallel starvation relatively quickly.

This motivates architectural designed that increase parallel efficiency, regardless of

underlying technology issues, and extends the benefits of this work beyond issues of

the power and memory walls. While some applications may be rewritten to expose

even more parallelism, there is a fundamental limit to available parallelism given

by the amount of data accessible to a given core and the amount of operations

supported by that data.

As seen from Figures 5.4 and 5.5, available parallelism is a first rate issue for

the majority of the benchmarks. Current NVIDIA GPUs support 30 cores, each with
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up to 64 MIMD threads (or “warps”) to cover latency. Out of the 13 benchmarks,

only five have insufficient parallelism for a current generation GPU, while only four

benchmarks have sufficient parallelism to utilize Echelon. For most of the other

benchmarks, parallel starvation will be an issue, which is another reason parallel

efficiency is important.

5.3.4 Conventional Memory Usage

Having shown that a majority of the benchmarks actually do make sufficient use of

conventional memory to potentially benefit from caching, the big question involves

data reuse. Is this data merely streamed into the scratchpad, or is there enough lo-

cality left in the conventional memory system to exploit? We initially analyze the 6

benchmarks having at least 4% of their dynamic instructions accessing conventional

memory. Three of the remaining benchmarks, sad, hotspot, and rpes, have around

1% of instructions accessing conventional memory, although this low memory inten-

sity is partially an artifact of the tool chain creating redundant instructions. We

found that all these benchmarks except for needle have significant per-task data

reuse that we can exploit with local caching.

benchmark cache intensity per task WS(B) shared WS(B)

hwt 12.73% 454,217 41,806,196

srad 6.74% 421 100,675,584

backprop 5.37% 1,600 4,456,452

pns 5.01% 8,000,009 146,172,044

lu 4.08% 1,035 16,517,120

needle 4.06% 4 16,264

Table 5.1: Working sets, conventional (cache) memory
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These five benchmarks show significant concentration of locality within each

task, with most dynamic accesses occurring in half the working set size. As shown

in Table 5.1,

only two of these benchmarks, pns and hwt, have task working set sizes

greater than 2KB and so warrant a more detailed examination. Not shown here is

that significant locality occurs within most of the working sets.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows that even with the two largest benchmarks, hwt has

enough concentration to be considered cacheable for at least a single block, with 86%

of data references satisfied in 32KB, while pns has such a large working set that only

25% of dynamic references fit in 128KB. For even these benchmarks, local caches

will still capture significant data reuse, although a much smaller fraction. Note that

the dynamic working set is influenced by the exact ordering of the instructions and

thread scheduling. So this is a somewhat approximate result, taken with the original

PTX code and default Ocelot round robin scheduling. Also note that this reflects

individual word accesses only, i.e., it measures temporal locality, not spatial locality.

If a cache has a line size of N words, the degree of data sharing will increase by up

to N times, depending on the contiguity of the data.

Dynamic working set sizes across tasks, that is, data used by more than one

task, is significantly larger, and has far less locality than within a single task. Al-

though the available cache on current throughput architectures would be insufficient

to provide much benefit for any of the benchmarks except needle, by 2017 available

on-chip cache would capture even the largest working sets [41]. Typically, we found

most of the dynamic accesses occur in about half of the dynamic working set, or

about 25% of the total working set.
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5.3.5 Contiguity of Data Access

benchmark task inter-task

hwt 99.91% 99.87%

srad 97.00% 100.00%

backprop 86.21% 94.44%

pns 99.95% 42.62%

lu 100.00% 100.00%

needle 0.39% 3.49%

Table 5.2: Contiguity of conventional memory accesses.

The results stated thus far represent a completely ideal cache. The next question to

ask is the degree to which a benchmark can use all the sequential words in a larger

cache line, or its contiguity. Contiguity also represents short term spatial locality, in

which multiple words can be loaded in a single line. The good news is that, within

local tasks, these classic GPGPU benchmarks do tend to use most of the data in

each cache line, so use of cache lines in the cache hierarchy should not significantly

impact performance.

To approximate contiguity, we compare the dynamic working set sizes of

the benchmarks when using 64-byte lines to those using 4-byte lines, assuming a

fully associative cache with ideal replacement. If the working set size does not

increase, then the benchmark utilized all the words in cache lines. Conversely, the

ideal working set size divided by the 64-byte line working set size approximates the

average line utilization, and hence contiguity of each benchmark. Shown in Table

5.2, we see that most of the benchmarks make extremely complete use of cache

lines. The exceptions are pns at the inter-task level, which only utilizes about half

the cache lines, and needle, which seems to have pathological line behavior.
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5.3.6 Scratchpad Usage

Finally, what about the scratchpad usage itself? It would be easy to assume that

programmers put data in the scratch pad because it is reused, and so there is little

we could do to improve upon this explicit specification. However, investigating

actual scratchpad usage was the most surprising of all. We found concentration of

data locality within the scratchpad to be so high, that the scratch pad itself could

be augmented by an extremely small, high performance cache, with important data

replicated where needed to increase access efficiency. This opens up a wide range

of potential architectural improvements that encompass the scratchpad into the

general on-chip memory hierarchy.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the scratch pad is typically accessed more often than

conventional memory, so it is worth investigating its characteristics. We found that

these benchmarks typically did not use much shared memory per task - typically

a few KB for the finer grained benchmarks up to 16KB for the larger ones. Yet,

even within that small amount of memory, locality was so extreme that just a tiny

fraction of addresses (ranging from one to 128) represented anywhere from 60% to

over 90% of all dynamic accesses.

5.3.7 Memory Access Patterns

Stereotypical views of throughput applications include extremely high arithmetic

intensity (low memory intensity), little to no reuse of data (streaming applications),

and regular, sequential data access, which would make notions of bank conflicts

irrelevant. However, we find that the majority of these benchmarks exhibit more

intense and more complex memory behavior.

Figure 5.8 shows how values are reused across threads and warps for bench-

marks with more than 0.01% memory intensity, defined as the fraction of instruc-

tions that are load or store operations. Some benchmarks have two distinct phases,
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Figure 5.8: Categorization of GPU memory accesses.

labeled A and B. We found most inter-task (CTA) sharing of data was among small

groups of tasks separated by large distances in space and time, requiring complex

task scheduling to leverage.

In the figure, a vector broadcast represents a CTA-wide access to the same

value that need only be fetched from the memory system once. A warp broadcast

represents the same concept, but limited to the extent of a warp (32 threads). A

lane broadcast represents the same concept but for a partial warp. Finally, scatter/-

gather represents individual thread accesses to different addresses. Roughly half the

benchmarks have more than 50% of all memory instructions as some form of scalar

broadcast, which results from an architecture that has a vector nature, but lacks

scalar registers to span vector elements. As the architecture already coalesces these

accesses to eliminate unnecessary bank conflicts, we do not consider them in our

bank conflict analysis. A second observation is that a significant fraction of accesses
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cannot be completely coalesced (as emphasized by lane broadcasts and part of the

scatter/gathers), subjecting them to both tag and bank conflicts.

5.4 Summary

This section illustrates some useful and surprising observations about the applica-

tions in classic GPGPU benchmark suites, that provide insights into future bottle-

necks.

Some intuitions were confirmed. GPGPU-Applications tend to rely more

heavily on the scratchpad than the general purpose memory system (L1 cache), and

access patterns tend to be more regular for cache accesses and extremely random

for scratchpad accesses. (But note that not all applications use the scratchpad.)

However, the results also dispel some common myths. Many GPGPU appli-

cations, similar to HPC applications, have relatively high memory intensity, and this

memory intensity would be even higher were it not for an artifact of the CUDA to

PTX compiler. It is also common to see a very high level of data sharing across all

lanes in a kernel-instruction, although this is primarily an artifact that this parallel

architecture does not contain a shared, scalar register file. In this sense, whether

a memory operation represents a scalar or vector is highly correlated with the PC

address. This presents an opportunity to accelerate bulk loads and stores based on

the high degree of broadcasting of values across all lanes. In fact, we saw a concen-

tration in the use of scratchpad working sets so significant that it might have been

more appropriate to use indexible registers.

We did not see an abundance of available parallelism in these applications as

written, making parallel starvation (insufficient TLP to cover latencies) a real issue

and highlighting the importance of lowering average instruction latencies. We also

saw a wide range of working set sizes, indicating that different benchmarks benefitted

from different levels of parallelism. However, it is important to note that these
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benchmark suites were designed for older GPUs, and that emerging, sophisticated

GPGPU applications may have different characteristics and performance needs.

The most important observation is that even the largest memory intensive

applications seem to have sufficient locality and reuse to benefit from caches. GPUs

did not initially have traditional caches, but aded them in to aid general purpose

programs. However, in recent years, the amount of cache per thread has been

reduced. It may be worthwhile to increase the amount of L1 cache and scratchpad

space in future systems, and to try to reduce the hit latency.

We will now apply what we have learned to augmenting the hardware of

Replay Architectures to make them more efficient.
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Chapter 6

Arbitrary Modulus Indexing

The goal of this dissertation is to find simple hardware optimizations that can apply

to most facets of the on-chip memory system and increase throughput efficiency

for both coarse and fine-grain throughput architectures. Unlike the results from

Chpater 4, we discover that in a Replay Architecture, cache efficiency can be more

effectively increased not by focusing on working set size and hit rate (which already

shows great concentration), but rather on effective hit latency. We demonstrate that

the primary performance bottleneck in this architecture is conflicts in the shared

on-chip memory system which lead to instruction replays and effectively multiply

the already large hit latency of the primary on-chip memory system. As described

in Chapter 3, hit latency linearly reduces the throughput benefits of caching. By

reducing conflicts in the primary on-chip memory system, we can greatly reduce the

effective hit latency and, in line with the mathematical results, show a significant

improvement in throughput performance.

In this chapter we derive a localized hardware modification that removes

∗Information in this chapter was previously published in the IEEE/ACM International Sym-
posium on Microarchitecture (MICRO), December 2014 [22]. J. Diamond was lead author and
performed all research and partial research funding, S. Keckler supervised and provided partial
research funding, and Don Fussell supervised and provided help polishing the text.
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performance pathologies throughout the on-chip memory system, and then evaluate

the efficacy of this technique in the context of a Replay Architecture. Analysis is

done using the simulator and benchmarks described in Chapter 5. In keeping with

the lessons of Chapter 3, we discover unique opportunities to lower the effective

latency of memory instructions even more than approaches that increase hit rates.

Instead, we augment on-chip memory in a way that reduce conflicts in the memory

system.

In essence, computers use binary arithmetic. As a result, nearly all physical

structures in computers tend to be power-of-2 sizes. Programmers optimize for

these structures, leading to power-of-2 sized references and strides. This tends to

lead to extreme pathologies due to mapping conflicts. As a result, architects must

resort to either unaffordably expensive CAM style technology which can lookup any

position any time, or accept the complexity and mediocre performance of an ad hoc

address mangling scheme. This is no longer the case. By finally generalizing the

hardware and mathematical solution of Mersenne Primes to all integers, we allow

simple hardware to map to non power-of two-locations, breaking the performance

pathologies caused by power-of-2 sized references.

Modern high performance processors require memory systems that can pro-

vide access to data at a rate that is well matched to the processor’s computation

rate. Common to such systems is the organization of memory into local high speed

memory banks that can be accessed in parallel. Associative look up of values is

made efficient through indexing instead of associative memories. These techniques

lose effectiveness when data locations are not mapped uniformly to the banks or

cache locations, leading to bottlenecks that arise from excess demand on a subset of

locations. Address mapping is most easily performed by indexing the banks using

a mod(2N) indexing scheme, but such schemes interact poorly with the memory

access patterns of many computations, making resource conflicts a significant mem-
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ory system bottleneck. Previous work has assumed that prime moduli are the best

choices to alleviate conflicts and has concentrated on finding efficient implementa-

tions for them. In this paper, we introduce a new scheme called Arbitrary Modulus

Indexing (AMI) that can be implemented efficiently for all moduli, matching or im-

proving the efficiency of the best existing schemes for primes while allowing great

flexibility in choosing a modulus to optimize cost/performance trade-offs. We also

demonstrate that, for a memory-intensive workload on a modern replay-style GPU

architecture, prime moduli are not in general the best choices for memory bank and

cache set mappings. Applying AMI to set of memory intensive benchmarks elimi-

nates 98% of bank and set conflicts, resulting in an average speedup of 24% over an

aggressive baseline system and a 64% average reduction in memory system replays

at reasonable implementation cost.

6.1 Solving The Indexing Problem

Traditional indexing techniques lose effectiveness when data locations are not mapped

uniformly to the banks or cache locations, leading to bottlenecks that arise from ex-

cess demand on a subset of locations. Address mapping is most easily performed by

indexing the banks using some number N of low order address bits, i.e. by using a

mod(2N ) indexing scheme. However, such schemes are poorly matched to the mem-

ory access patterns of many computations, making resource conflicts a significant

memory system bottleneck.

Programmers can alleviate such interactions through various means, but

these require significant effort, are specialized to specific situations, and are hard

to maintain. Hardware solutions include various forms of bit hash indexing, which

change but do not eliminate the most common conflicts due to power-of-2 divisors

in the index and the memory access patterns. Indexing with non-power-of-2 moduli

can alleviate many of these conflicts, but implementing such schemes efficiently in
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hardware is difficult. Work in this area has commonly assumed that prime moduli

are the best choices to eliminate conflicts since they have the fewest divisors and

has thus concentrated on efficient implementations for prime moduli.

The most efficient existing implementations are for moduli of the form 2N−1,

some of which are prime (Mersenne primes). For practical systems, only a few

possible such choices exist, and they may not be of suitable size. This has led to

efforts to find efficient implementations for other primes, including those of the form

2N + 1 [18]. While providing more flexibility, prime numbers that are not close to

a power of 2 can be difficult to integrate into a power-of-2 based architecture, and

indexing implementations for general moduli are relatively expensive. Approaches

using prime moduli provide limited flexibility in the choice of modulus, especially

in light of integration considerations, and the implementations have not yet proven

to be attractive in practice.

In this chapter, we introduce a new indexing scheme called Arbitrary Modu-

lus Indexing (AMI) that can be implemented efficiently for all moduli. AMI matches

or improves the efficiency of the best existing schemes for non-power-of-2 indexing

while allowing great flexibility in choosing a modulus to optimize cost/performance

trade-offs. Our novel implementation of AMI requires as little as 3% of the area of a

32-bit integer multiply unit, less than 0.5% of its power, and just a few gate delays.

As a case study, we evaluate the potential benefits of AMI when applied

to a high throughput GPU memory system. Delivering high-bandwidth parallel

access to memories requires heavily banking the RAM structures throughout the

memory hierarchy. As a result, memory systems of GPUs are at least as reliant

on efficient banking techniques as vector supercomputers. In addition, while many

parallel algorithms on GPUs benefit from caching, the large numbers of threads put

severe pressure on the on-chip caching structures including cache conflict misses.

We address two major types of conflicts in the primary memory system of a modern
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GPU: (1) bank conflicts that arise when multiple threads want to access the same

level-1 cache or scratchpad memory bank to obtain different data in the same cycle;

and (2) set conflicts due to the limited associativity in the cache banks. AMI enables

the use of an arbitrary number of cache or scratchpad banks, which reduces many

common cross-thread conflict patterns. Given the flexibility of AMI, we examine

the performance of a set of memory-intensive benchmarks using a variety of moduli.

Surprisingly, we find that the most promising Mersenne prime modulus (31) is not a

good choice, and that some of the best moduli are not prime or even odd numbers.

Our results show that minimal additions to the memory system architecture

reduce bank conflicts by over 98%, completely eliminating conflicts in 4 of the 5

benchmarks with the highest memory intensity. We also demonstrate that applying

AMI to scratchpad banks, L1 cache banks, and L1 sets eliminates 64% of instruc-

tion replays, recovering essentially all of the performance lost from conflicts. Most

importantly, we show that AMI offers tremendous design flexibility that enables

several optimization trade-offs. The area and power overheads are more than offset

by gains in performance and reduction in replays. Further, the additional latency

required for arbitrary modulus computation is easily hidden in a latency tolerant

GPU architecture.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the AMI

scheme and its implementation and compares it to existing efficient non-power-of-2

schemes. Section 6.3 provides background on the architecture of throughput pro-

cessors, discusses where AMI is applied, and details the architectural model used

in this paper. Section 6.4 characterizes the behavior of the throughput benchmarks

used in this paper, particularly in terms of their conflict behavior, and shows how

their behavior varies with choices of index moduli. Section 6.5 quantifies the reduc-

tion in conflicts and improvements in performance stemming from AMI. Section 6.6

summarizes our results.
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6.2 Arbitrary Modulus Indexing (AMI)

We propose a flexible new approach to efficiently computing indices called Arbi-

trary Modulus Indexing (AMI). AMI can be implemented more efficiently than any

previous non-power-of-2 indexing scheme. Our approach works not just for primes

but for any positive integer, albeit with different area/delay costs depending on the

exact number used. For about a third of the cases in our case study, AMI adds

only a few gate delays to conventional base + index address generation, with area

and power equivalent to a few narrow adds. Due to the generality of the approach,

it is possible to use a common circuit that can be configured for a variety of mod-

uli, making possible a dynamically configurable indexing modulus for cases where

different workloads benefit from different moduli.

AMI has a novel derivation that stems from the original, unmodified hard-

ware implementation of binary reciprocal array multiplication. We then optimize the

algorithm and logic design for use in index computation. This approach guarantees

an efficient hardware implementation and provides a clear view of how a given cir-

cuit implementation would support multiple choices of modulus. Previous methods

of computing prime moduli transform the modulus operation into a more efficient

mathematical form, but then provide no guidance to efficient hardware implementa-

tion. AMI is a general method that subsumes as special cases various mathematical

tricks have been developed for special cases of binary division [10, 80]. AMI also has

the advantage that both the div and mod results are produced simultaneously from

the same computation, which is important for efficient tag matching and 2-D cache

mapping. We will first describe AMI and then use a detailed example to compare

it with existing methods.
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6.2.1 Efficient Index Implementation

The most efficient general solution to modulus computation to date uses the Chinese

Remainder Theorem to convert mod(N) to a narrow column of numbers which are

then added modulo N . While certainly more efficient than a divide and remainder

operation, there is implementation complexity in keeping the sum in mod(N) terms.

The performance advantage of our method is that it expresses both the div and

mod as a sum of narrow numbers in binary, which can be implemented using a

high-performance array adder.

Instead of basing our derivation of mod on modular arithmetic, we instead

derive it from the original binary div/mod operation as would occur with binary

fixed-point numbers. AMI first multiplies the bits from the address by the reciprocal

(1/N) in fixed point. The div will be the integer part, while the mod will be N

times the fractional part of this result. This approach expresses the computation of

div/mod as two integer array multiplies, which on a 1 GHz GPU could complete in

less than 2 cycles. Although this solution is already acceptable in terms of latency,

it requires unnecessary area and power. From this logical baseline, we derive a far

more efficient solution.

A sketch of the derivation of our index computation is as follows. First, we

examine the binary form of the reciprocal of N , possibly expressing it as a difference

of two numbers to reduce the number of ones. The number and spacing of ones

ultimately determines the number and width of the additions needed to multiply by

this reciprocal. Second, we derive a transformation to minimize the total number of

additions and a hardware mechanism to compactly leverage sequences of infinitely

repeating digits. Finally, we take the appropriate bits representing the resulting div

and demonstrate how to trivially transform them into the mod value. The end

result can compute a div and mod that in the best cases use fewer total binary

adders than the number of bits in the source address.
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Figure 6.1: Key arithmetic transformation in AMI derivation.

We now explain the detailed algebraic derivation of our approach through a

set of examples: First, we recreate the most efficient solutions known for computing

div/mod with moduli of form 2N ± 1. Then, we show how AMI can generalize this

to a single circuit computing div/mod with moduli of the form 2J ± 2K . Finally,

we show how AMI computes div/mod efficiently for any modulus.

Derivation of Efficient 2N − 1 div/mod: The goal of an index function

that direct maps an address A to S banks or sets is to compute the address pair,

A⇒ (A div(S), A mod(S)). The modulus operator is the critical one, defining the

bank or set. The floor divide operator is important in 2-D mappings (bank versus

set) and as a tag option.

An efficient mod(2N − 1) function is actually derived from an efficient trun-

cated div(2N − 1) function. For generality of description, assume we will be com-

puting in a logical base, b = 2N , with each logical digit of the number containing

N binary digits. We will begin computing A/(2N − 1) by multiplying A with the

constant 1/(2N − 1). This computation is only expressible in base b as an infinitely

repeating decimal of the form 0.1b. This multiplication may be viewed as adding

an infinite number of A’s together, each shifted over an additional N binary digits,

or one logical digit in base b = 2N . Figure 6.1 shows a concrete example of this

process in which a 32-bit address A is mapped to 255 (N = 8) sets by expressing
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Figure 6.2: 8-bit wide augmented array adder implementation of mod(2N -1) in base
256.

the source address as four base 256 digits, abcd. The result of the infinite sum is a

three digit number in base 256, representing A div(2N −1), and an infinite sequence

of fractional digits R representing the remainder A mod(2N − 1), again expressed

in base 256.

To avoid an infinite number of addends, we apply associativity of addition

to transform the sum such that each infinite diagonal represents one addend. Now,

instead of adding an infinite number of finite digit numbers, we are adding a finite

number (in this case just four) of infinite digit numbers. However, each number just

repeats a single digit of A in base 256. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, we can now

express the div/mod operation concisely in this example of four base 256 digits

(A = abcd) as the sum (aaa.a + bb.b + c.c + 0.d) = div(.R). We implement this

computation efficiently by augmenting an array adder, where we capture the carry

effects of an infinite number of digits by having a wrap-around carry at each stage

where the binary carry-out of the remainder digit is fed into the carry-in of the next

row. Since each digit is only N = 8 bits wide, the wires will be short.

The result of just the circular array addition is the N digit repeating pattern

Rb in the infinite sequence of digits representing the mod result 0.Rb. To convert

this back to base 2N − 1, we just multiply 0.Rb by 2N − 1. To do this quickly, we
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instead divide by 1/(2N − 1), which we have already shown to be 0.1b. Dividing

0.Rb by 0.1b is simply Rb, our desired bank (or set) index. An alternative view is

we are multiplying by 2N and then subtracting 0.Rb, removing the repeating digits.

One side effect of preserving infinitely repeating digits (due to the identity

1.0 = 0.1) is that a result that should be in the form {div, mod} = {div, 0}

will instead map into {div−1, 2N − 1}. This is mathematically equivalent, but

violates the base range. The standard mathematical answer can be achieved with

a simple one-level circuit that checks the mod value for all 1’s and zeros it out, or

by increasing the array width by one binary digit and setting the initial carry-in

to 1. However, since we are only using the mod value to choose a bank or set,

we can omit even this circuitry and just map the SRAM banks as the high 2N − 1

values. This example highlights the difference between computing a mathematical

div/mod versus one equally suitable for removing bank conflicts.

Figure 6.2 shows such an array adder implementation using only 24 1-bit full

adders to handle 32-bit addresses. Wider addresses need a few more logic levels

to handle the extra digits. This operation can easily be folded into a base+offset

computation within the same cycle. The rearrangement in Figure 6.1 further shows

that we can compute A div(2N − 1) practically for free, as the intermediate sum

as each digit is added represents each base b sum digit for the divide. This result

matches the best previously reported implementation of mod(2N − 1) by Teng[77]

and Dinechin[18].

Derivation of (2N + 1) div/mod: As before, we start by multiplying A

by 1/(2N + 1), but reduce the cost by re-expressing the reciprocal in redundant

binary notation {−1, 0,+1}. This constant is concisely represented in redundant

form as (0.10b − 0.01b) = 0.11′b, where 1′ denotes a digit with value -1. Expressing

this multiplication and transforming the diagonals in the four digit example yields

the sum (AA′A.A′Ab + BB′.BB′
b + C.C ′Cb + 0.DD′

b). This computation requires
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adding sums twice as wide as previously, because the length of repeating digits in

the reciprocal is twice is wide. Viewing this sum as R1R2b, recovering mod from

the sum requires multiplying by 2N + 1, but this is simply (R1.R2 + .R1)b, which is

trivial to fold into the array sum. This result matches the best implementation of

mod(2N + 1) by Dinechin[18].

Generalizing to (2J ± 2K) div/mod: We extend the prior derivations by

expressing mod(2J ± 2K) as mod(2N ± 1)× 2M . Standard modulo algebra can be

re-expressed in binary as taking mod(2N − 1) as before, then prepending the low

order M bits from the div result. Since our approach already computes div, this

would be a minimal extension, but we find an even simpler implementation. Take

(A�M) mod(2N±1), then append the low-order M bits from the original address

A. Therefore, the circuit derived for mod(2N ± 1) also computes mod(2J ± 2K),

and we can scale any modulus by a factor of 2N for free. Such div/mod circuits

resemble Figure 6.2 and require fewer total binary adders than bits in the address.

With minor additional multiplexing, we can modify the circuit computing

(2J + 2K) to also compute (2J − 2K) by making the 1’s complement optional and

choosing just R1 as the result. In general, wider AMI circuits can emulate narrower

circuits with a small amount of configuration.

Generalizing to efficient div/mod of ANY number: A slight gener-

alization of our derivation methodology of div/mod(2N + 1) produces an efficient

circuit for any modulus M . First, find the repeating bit pattern of the reciprocal

1/M , whose bit width depends on M . The address A is similarly divided into digits

of this width. Then express the reciprocal redundantly. Starting from the right, ev-

ery consecutive string of 3 or more 1s should be replaced by a difference, e.g. 0111 =

1001’. Multiple strings of 2 or more 1s separated by a single 0 can be expressed as a

single large difference with the original zeros becoming -1s, e.g. 011011 = 1001’01’.

Each 1 or -1 represents a single layer of logic (an array term), and this approach
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guarantees that total array terms remain less than half the number of bits in A,

enabling 1-cycle completion for all moduli.

Our case study focuses on moduli between 33 and 61. In this range of 31

choices, 11 have 2 or fewer logic levels per digit, while more than half have 4 or fewer

logic levels per digit and widths of 12 bits or less, while 25 have widths of 24 bits or

less. Only four moduli, {37, 53, 59, 61} proved relatively inefficient. The total area

of the array adder is proportional to the number of bits in the binary representation

of A times the number of non-zero binary digits in the repeating reciprocal digit,

shown in Figure 6.3.

When the repeating digit width is large, as in 4 of the 31 moduli above, a

fallback approach is to dispense with the wrap around carry and use just enough

digits to ensure that, with rounding, you will recreate exactly the correct div value

from the reciprocal multiply. Error analysis indicates that we need to multiply A

by a reciprocal truncated to one binary digit more than the width of A, setting the

carry-in to 1 for rounding. Even this fallback approach is about 3x more efficient

than an integer multiply and can still complete in one cycle. Nonetheless, using

AMI gives us enough flexibility to choose more efficient moduli and still achieve full

benefits. Two implementations used in this paper are mod(62), an array addition

of three 5-bit numbers and mod(48), an array addition of 12 2-bit numbers, which

can be expressed as short parallel sums to arbitrarily reduce gate delay.

6.2.2 Comparison With CRT

While efficient implementations have been derived for the special cases of div/mod(2N±

1)[18, 77], the only algorithm proposed for an arbitrary integer is based on the Chi-

nese Remainder Theorem. We illustrate the competitive advantages of AMI with a

concrete example. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 show that for global memory accesses, the

best number of banks is 48. This number is also very amenable to interfacing with
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Figure 6.3: AMI Implementation cost versus MOD number.

the rest of the memory system. The AMI derivation shows that since the reciprocal

of 48 is 0.00001, the core circuit of the modulus computation of a 24-bit line address

will consist of a 2-bit by 12-line array adder with wrap-around carry, with the last

four bits of the modulus appended from the low-order bits of the address. This

circuit is extremely compact and fast, and requires no special case analysis.

For an efficient implementation based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem

(CRT) [77], we need to break the address into digits such that the coefficients are

trivial to multiply. We choose the minimal digit size to hold the modulus, base

64. We note that 64K mod(48) is 16, so our coefficients shift the value left by

4-bits. We then compute the sum of 5 terms for each base 64 digit of the address

as Di mod(48), sum these values, and then compute a final mod. Because there

is no circular carry, the sum requires extra bits, and the final mod becomes non-

trivial. At the very least, this procedure requires roughly 2 cycles to operate: one to
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compute the sum of terms, and one to take the mod of that sum. However, we can

only achieve 2 cycles if there is an efficient way to compute the individual mods of

each addend with 48.

Even if a more elaborate analysis of residual arithmetic can separate the

problem into a mod(3) and mod(16) problem, we would end up with a similar

2-bit × 12 array addition. However, the end sum would still require a full 6 bits as

in the original case, so the array area will be closer to that required for a 6-bit × 12

array addition. Further, such a circuit still does not compute div as a byproduct.

Sophisticated CRT implementations (1) may require more elaborate (non-

general) derivations to reformulate the problem to eliminate mod operations on

each term, (2) often result in larger array adders, and (3) in general require an

extra cycle to compute the final mod. AMI outperforms even the best known

implementations using CRT.

6.3 Augmented Replay Architecture

We examine techniques based on AMI for reducing bank conflicts during scratchpad

access and bank and set conflicts during L1 cache access. We begin with the de-

tailed Replay Architecture as described in Chapter 5 and augment it as follows. In

Figure 5.1, we apply AMI to banks by placing one AMI unit in each lane’s address

generation unit (for a total of 32) and place one AMI unit at each cache tag array

to apply AMI to sets. In addition, we will show to solve index pathologies, we can

utilize less of the existing cache tags than before, but will need to add additional

banks. We explore two main options — either adding a small number of additional

banks with minimal area impact, or doubling the number of scratchpad banks. A

final implementation cost is that the all-to-all crossbar connecting lanes to scratch-

pad banks will need to be widened to support the larger number of banks. We later

show that the costs of the additions are negligible in area, power, and added latency,
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and will offer significant benefits.

6.4 Benchmarks and Moduli

This section characterizes the memory access behavior of our benchmarks and the

sensitivity of this behavior to different numbers of L1 and scratchpad banks.

6.4.1 Memory Conflicts

Bank conflicts tend to be more common and expensive in GPUs than in conventional

architectures. In current systems, each bank conflict triggers one or more instruction

replays, which costs the processor throughput (issue) slots, lowers total throughput

performance, and uses extra power. Replaying memory access instructions multi-

ple times adds large amounts of latency that is difficult for threads and available

parallelism to cover. The impact of bank conflicts depends both on memory access

intensity and on the bank access pattern.

Memory intensity: Figure 5.2 shows the memory intensity of the bench-

marks, which is critical in interpreting the severity of conflicts, as conflicts effectively

multiply memory intensity. Five benchmarks, lu, hwt, needle, srad and backprop,

have at least 10% memory intensity, which we will group together as high memory

intensive benchmarks. The next 5 benchmarks have roughly 5% memory inten-

sity, rpes, tpacf, sad, hotspot, and pns, which we classify as low memory intensive

benchmarks, while the last 3 benchmarks, mri-fhd, mri-q and cp, read from constant

memory and apply reductions, so they have essentially no memory intensity. The

chart also subdivides the memory references into L1 cache accesses and scratchpad

accesses. L1 cache accesses are subject to both set conflicts and bank conflicts, while

scratchpad accesses are only subject to bank conflicts.

We focus primarily on the five high memory intensive benchmarks since those

will show the greatest effects from changes in the memory system. We found that
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Figure 6.4: Benchmark sensitivity to L1 bank count.

optimizations to the memory system do not degrade performance for the benchmarks

with low or no memory intensity (Section 6.5.2).

6.4.2 Sensitivity to Number of Banks

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the sensitivity of bank conflicts to bank count for L1 cache

and scratchpad accesses, assuming constant L1 or scratchpad capacity, respectively.

In contrast to the ideal results above, these and all subsequent results in the paper

are produced using a detailed cycle accurate simulation of the memory system. In

each graph, the y-axis is the number of bank conflicts per 1000 instructions (BCPKI).

The x-axis sweeps the bank count and indicates with a “+” those moduli which are

particularly easy to compute, as described in Section 6.2. In general, the number

of bank conflicts decreases with increasing bank count. However, the figures show
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Figure 6.5: Benchmark sensitivity to scratchpad bank count.

significant spikes with scratchpad bank counts at multiples of 8, indicating system-

atic conflicts between bank count and the memory access stride. The benchmark

hwt has irregular memory access patterns, leading to fewer conflicts than the other

more strided applications. The L1 cache is less sensitive to bank count and its bank

conflicts often spike at different bank counts than the scratchpad.

These figures show that the prime numbers are not necessarily the best choice

for bank counts. For the L1 cache, the bank conflicts fall to zero at a bank count

of 48, which not only is not prime but also is not an odd number, and many even

numbers are good candidates for both L1 and scratchpad.
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6.5 Performance Results

As indicated above, this section uses a detailed, cycle-accurate simulation to evaluate

the performance of AMI in the context of a full secondary memory system.

Bank and moduli configurations: AMI indexing can be disabled or

configured to index by any modulus choice of sets or banks less than the existing

physical sets or banks. For sets, using less than the total number of cache lines is a

net benefit. For banking, in the context of a GPU, we cannot constructively index

less than 32 banks without (in most cases) increasing bank conflicts, so altering the

physical scratchpad/L1 is necessary.

We evaluate two different physical scratchpad augmentations. In one case,

we simply add a 33rd or 34th SRAM bank, increasing area and leakage power by

3-6%, but having minimal impact on the crossbar networks. This enables indexing

modulo 32 to 34 within the scratchpad or L1 cache. The L1 and scratchpad are

disjoint, so they can freely use different index moduli. The second approach is to

keep the cache size the same, but convert it to 64 half-sized banks, doubling the

crossbar size from 32:32 to 32:64. The cost of this change is negligible in power and

area (Section 6.5.4), and it allows indexing with any moduli up to 64 for both the L1

cache and scratchpad. For the L1 cache, cache lines are always maintained as 128

consecutive bytes, regardless of the number of banks, to preserve compatibility with

the rest of the memory system. In the following sections, the term “bank count”

may be used interchangeably with the indexing modulus and does not represent the

underlying physical bank count.

While we present performance sweeps in Section 6.5.3, in the next section we

highlight a few sample moduli to illustrate the benefits of AMI at different physical

bank configurations. We chose 34 and 62 as two extremes for scratchpad access,

and 48 in the middle for L1 cache access. None of these moduli have been studied

before, and all are easy to compute (Figure 6.3) and have robust performance across
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Banking.

all benchmarks, achieving near optimum in both performance and power.

6.5.1 AMI Bank Conflict Reduction

As shown in Figure 6.5, for the base case of 32 banks, four of the five memory inten-

sive benchmarks have severe bank conflict issues of 20% or greater. One benchmark,

hwt, only has moderate conflicts of 12%, due to irregular memory access patterns,

which tend to be less pathological. Figure 6.6 demonstrates that applying AMI-

banking with a single, static number of banks across all benchmarks and kernels

reduces 98% of bank conflicts. In the figure, the gray bar represents the baseline

architecture with 32 banks for the scratchpad and 32 banks for the L1 cache. The

AMI enhanced architecture uses 62 banks for the scratchpad and 48 banks for the L1

cache. In 4 of the 5 benchmarks with the most severe conflict issues (backprop, lu,
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needle, and srad), conflicts are reduced to zero, without requiring any programmer

intervention. The one outlier, hwt, has an irregular memory access pattern, making

it less amenable to AMI improvements, but also resulting in fewer initial conflicts.

6.5.2 AMI Performance

Speedup: Figure 6.7 shows the increase in throughput performance resulting from

bank and set conflict reduction. Our notation in the figures is (#SP banks/#L1

banks), with S+ denoting the addition of AMI-sets. Applying AMI to scratchpad

banks and using the cheapest solution of 33 banks yields a geometric mean 11%

speedup, or nearly half the ideal speedup for no bank conflicts. Applying AMI-sets

to the L1 cache, an extremely low cost optimization, increases aggregate speedup to

21.4%. For execution speed, supporting the two lowest cost AMI implementations

(S+33/32) already achieves 90% of ideal speedup. Finally, applying a more aggres-
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sive choice of static AMI bank numbers to both the scratchpad and L1 cache leads

to a 23.1% geometric mean speedup, or 97% of ideal speedup. This performance

from static bank counts suggests that dynamic AMI mappings per benchmark are

not likely to be worth the additional complexity, at least for this workload.

Three benchmarks (lu, needle, and srad) see large throughput performance

gains of 18%–78%, while hwt and backprop see moderate performance gains of

2.4–4.2%. Irregular memory access patterns and a high ratio of load-dependent

instructions prevent hwt from seeing a large increase. The limited effects in backprop

are due to cache misses that mask the additional latency caused by local replays.

These overall improvements are very significant for a throughput architecture, which

by its very nature is designed to mask high latency through massive task level

parallelism, and they are achieved over a very aggressive base case, with very limited

application of AMI.

Finally, we note that there were no deleterious effects for the 8 remaining

low memory intensity benchmarks. Those benchmarks showed a geometric mean

speedup of 0.94%, the largest winner being hotspot, with a 4.92% speedup, and sad

and tpacf, with 1.66% and 1.33% speedups, respectively. Only one benchmark, pns,

saw a negligible (0.06%) slow down, which can be avoided by switching off AMI.

Replay and Energy Reduction: In Chapter 5, we showed that bench-

marks experienced a large number of bank conflicts, and that for every bank conflict

between a single warp and a single bank, the entire warp instruction would have

to be replayed. Figure 6.8 shows total replays per thousand instructions (RPKI).

Comparing with Figure 6.6, we see that bank conflicts can increase replays by an

order of magnitude since the relatively long pipelines of throughput architectures

lead to a large number of instructions in flight.

Overall, 4 of the 5 memory intensive benchmarks show absolute reduction in

replays of nearly 20% or more, while 3 have replays reduced by 50% or more. Hwt
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Figure 6.8: Reduction in replays from applying AMI.

only showed a modest reduction in replays of about 7%, owing both to its limited

reduction in bank conflicts from AMI due to its irregular memory access pattern and

the low number of instructions associated with each replay. Two of the benchmarks

have substantial replay reductions from just applying AMI to scratchpad banks and

four of the benchmarks benefited from applying AMI to L1 cache sets. Finally, 3

of the benchmarks had significant improvements from applying AMI to L1 banks,

despite L1 banks having minimal impact on execution speed. All benchmarks were

able to achieve nearly ideal (conflict-free) levels of replay reduction with appropriate

use of AMI.

Figure 6.9 shows the fraction of total instructions executed by (S+62/48)

relative to the baseline 32/32 architecture. The reduction in executed instructions

stems directly from the set and bank conflict replays eliminated by AMI. The
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Figure 6.9: Fraction of total instructions executed relative to baseline 32/32.

benchmark needle sees the most impressive improvement, reducing its executed

instruction count by about 95%. Instructions executed can be used as a first order

proxy for power consumption, indicating that any power costs for AMI are offset by

the benefits from reduced replays.

6.5.3 Performance Sensitivity to Bank Count

Figure 6.10 shows the variation in speedup and replays when varying scratchpad

bank count and holding the rest of the system constant. Bank counts with a +

represent those with the simplest AMI index computation. The graph shows sig-

nificant performance benefits (up to 17% speedup or 62% replay reduction) from

just altering the number of scratchpad banks. About a dozen different bank counts

are comparable in achieving most of the performance benefits in both speedup and

RPKI. This effect is important, first, because it only requires a small number of
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Figure 6.10: Speedup and RPKI vs number of scratchpad banks.

indexing options to optimize all benchmarks, so a single, static choice can achieve

near ideal performance over all benchmarks. Second, ease of index computation

is not the only integration consideration in a system, and certain moduli may be

favored for architectural reasons.

While all benchmarks benefit from having a bank modulus other than 32,

there are variations in performance with moduli, and different benchmarks (and

kernels) see better results at different moduli. Furthermore, optimal moduli differ

between scratchpad and L1-cache, and differ for throughput performance vs energy

savings (L1 sensitivities in Figure 6.4).

AMI allows hardware designers to make clean tradeoffs between index cost,

networking cost, average speedup, average energy savings, and robustness across

benchmarks, at a relatively insignificant cost in power, area, or complexity.
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6.5.4 Integration costs

AMI circuits: We need to add 32 AMI circuits per core (one for each ALU lane),

and two for the tag arrays. Active and leakage power are highly dependent on the

exact VLSI implementation of a circuit used. As a conservative estimate of power,

we extrapolate power and area figures from standard cells used in [31], which were

based on 32nm BSIM-4 predictive technology models (PTM). The AMI circuit is

very similar to a ripple adder with the same number of bits as the address in the

simplest case, or double that in the next simplest case. Linear extrapolation of the

3-bit adder cell from [31] leads in the worse case to 222fJ energy per DIV/MOD

computation and an area of 8.6um2, representing overheads of 0.5% in active power

and 0.1% in leakage power compared to the 32-bit FMAD in each lane. Performing

an AMI index computation for each lane for every global and scratchpad memory

access results in an average addition of 0.68 milliwatts active power, ranging from 0

to 2.26 milliwatts for the highest benchmark intensity. The delay of AMI circuits is

less than one cycle, but even if AMI forced adding a cycle to the pipeline, it would

have no visible impact on performance, because GPU scratchpad and cache latency

is tens of cycles and there is ample time to run AMI in parallel, off the critical path.

L1 sets: A single AMI circuit is used at each tag array to restrict tag

lookup to less than the total amount. The cost of an AMI circuit is negligible in

power, area, and delay, and the reduction in set conflicts more than offsets having

fewer cache lines. However, because a set location now depends on more of the

address, additional tag bits are needed, the amount depending on the modulus. In

the worse case, storing an extra 8 bits per tag entry only increases scratchpad area

by half a percent. Our implementation retains the notion of 128-byte cache lines,

requiring no changes to the TLB or L2 cache interface. Mapping a given cache line

to a physical location involves rotation, which in our case is provided by the existing

crossbar network.
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Scratchpad/L1 banks: To implement true scatter gather, a large crossbar

connects 32 ALU lanes to the default 32 scratchpad/L1 banks. Implementing AMI

involves changing the crossbar to 32×N, and possibly adding additional SRAM

banks. For a choice of 33, adding one more SRAM bank would be the most sensible,

while a choice of 62 would likely double the bank count and crossbar size. When

adding banks to the L1/scratchpad, active access power is actually reduced, because

the same number of bank accesses occur on smaller banks. Leakage power increases

slightly due to the overhead of control circuitry as banks become smaller. Adding a

single bank only reflects a 3% increase in area, while doubling the number of banks

also only requires a minimal increase in area and leakage power due to increased

overhead per bank.

Crossbar: The largest change in the crossbar network moves from 32×32

to 32×64, doubling the number of access muxes and wire links. We simulated link

by link crossbar traversals for all benchmarks. Our simulation modeled a monolithic

rectangular crossbar in which each link activation was measured. The average data

traversal length was a little less than the average manhattan distance due to lane

zero being used with greater frequency. We then conservatively estimated total

power as roughly double the cost of simulated wire energy of that configuration to

account for active logic energy. Linearly estimating the area of the SRAM banks

from [31] and using wire capacitance and minimum spacing for lanes from the ITRS

Roadmap [37], the active wire power at 64 banks ranges from 0.6 milliwatts to 1.9

milliwatts. Doubling that as a total estimate yields 1.2 milliwatts, which varies

linearly with the number of banks chosen. In comparison, the energy to access the

SRAM banks is an order of magnitude greater, at 116 milliwatts, and access to

registers in the core pipeline is even higher. Thus the extra power needed for AMI

banking is a small fraction of core power.
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6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce a new scheme for address mapping using Arbitrary

Modulus Indexing (AMI)[22]. We show that for non-power-of-2 indexing, our scheme

can be implemented as or more efficiently than previous schemes, even for the most

competitive case of Mersenne prime indexing. We then show that set and bank con-

flicts in the primary memory system of a replay-style throughput architecture have a

deleterious effect on system performance caused by the alignment of the bank count

with natural strided memory access patterns across the threads in a warp, similar

to previously known effects for vector supercomputers. We show how to use AMI to

obtain significant gains in performance and power efficiency on such an architecture.

As discussed in Chapter 3, we again see the importance of single thread latency to

overall throughput performance, and again see major performance opportunities in

the primary on-chip memory system. In this case, by reducing conflicts, we made

caches more efficient, and had dramatic improvements in applications that had high

memory intensity and regular access patterns.

As described in Chapter 3, reducing conflicts reduces effective hit latency and

increases throughput performance. The resulting system is simple to implement and

provides robust benefits across all of our benchmarks, on average eliminating 98% of

bank conflicts, and completely eliminating bank conflicts on 4 of the 5 benchmarks

with the most serious conflict issues, with no performance detriments for benchmarks

with low memory intensity. Applying AMI to scratchpad banks, L1 banks, and L1

sets achieved 98% of ideal performance, resulting in a geometric mean speedup of

24% across the 5 most memory intensive benchmarks, significant for an aggressive

baseline architecture designed to mask latency with explicit TLP. AMI also resulted

in a 64% reduction in instruction replays. The cost of our implementation is just

a few percent of the area and active power of a 32-bit array multiplier and adds

just a few gate delays to the pipeline, while worst case power increases due to sort
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networks and cross bars is under 2 milliwatts.

AMI provides great design flexibility, enabling trade-offs in throughput per-

formance, power reduction, and implementation cost. Our scheme works for all

moduli, and relatively efficient implementations of our scheme apply to a large

number of moduli. This opens up the possibility of separating the indexing modu-

lus from the physical implementation of a cache or memory banks and tuning the

modulus for best performance on a given workload. In fact, it is feasible to im-

plement a single mapping circuit that can be dynamically tailored to moduli best

suited for individual applications, although our performance results indicate this is

unnecessary for the benchmarks we used. AMI benefits are orthogonal to, and can

enhance other indexing schemes designed to work on power of 2 sized caches. Given

this flexibility, we expect schemes based on AMI to be useful for other aspects of

the memory systems of various types of architectures.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The goal of this dissertation was to examine the properties of throughput architec-

tures and attempt to improve parallel efficiency at the hardware/software interface

in a way that was both general and transparent to the programmer. We have demon-

strated that modern parallel CPUs are indeed operating in a throughput regime,

and classical approaches to parallelism are not the best fit. We succeeded in creating

a detailed mathematical model that demonstrated counter-intuitive and previously

unknown tradeoffs in throughput performance in the context of shared on-chip mem-

ory systems. We then used this model to successfully develop two general purpose

throughput optimizations — one in hardware and one in software — that satisfied

all of the criteria we outlined.

This dissertation began by defining a throughput architecture as one that

trades off the number of hardware cores or threads with shared on-chip resources in

a way that may reduce single thread performance but boosts total chip performance.

A mathematical analysis illustrated the degree to which on-chip memory and off-

chip bandwidth can impact throughput performance as well as the fragility of such

a system and the dependency on application and cache characteristics.

To examine coarse grained throughput architectures, we then studied a full
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scale legacy supercomputing application in-situ and discovered severe intra-chip scal-

ing issues across multiple cores due to conflicts throughout the shared memory sys-

tem. We also observed that any perturbation of the memory system lasted an order

of magnitude longer than on uniprocessor chips, ruling out standard statistical sam-

pling based performance analysis tools. After developing a toolset for multicore

performance analysis, we demonstrated that an application’s working set size can

be dramatically reduced by local loop transformations, improving throughput and

scalability.

For fine grained parallelism, we studied an abstract Replay Architecture using

a custom simulator and characterized the Rodinia and Parboil benchmark suites,

finding the largest single performance bottleneck was caused by bank conflicts in the

scratch pads. By applying a new technique we developed called Arbitrary Modulus

Indexing, we eliminated all bank and set conflicts in both the scratchpad and L1

caches, improving throughput performance and parallel efficiency.

The main conclusion of this dissertation is that the primary on-chip memory

system is as important to throughput performance as any other major area of study,

but has yet to be adequately studied due to the limitations on current simulation

tools. We show that while multicore and multithreaded optimizations seem complex,

localized solutions are possible, especially when leveraging hardware/software co-

design.

7.1 Dissertation Contributions

As discussed in more depth in Chapter 1, this dissertation has performed studies that

dispelled common wisdom in many areas. To summarize the largest contributions

of this dissertation:

• A Mathematical Model of Throughput Performance: We examined the notion

of what throughput performance and caching performance means in the con-
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text of a massively multithreaded architecture, bringing such understanding

to the next level of detail.

• Multicore Optimization: We demonstrated that supercomputing applications

have intrachip scaling issues, and that different performance counters, mea-

surement systems, and time scales were needed to evaluate their performance.

We developed a new approach and performance analysis library to measure

performance counters, and a local software optimization called “Loop Fis-

sion” that improved scalability by transforming loops to reduce local working

set sizes and bandwidth requirements.

• Custom Simulator: We build the first simulator for Replay Architectures that

accurately modeled the long latency and primary on-chip memory system of

Replay Architectures, and that was fast enough for easy simulation of large

scale runs.

• Application Characteristics: We found many surprising characteristics in fine-

grained throughput applications. We found that many had high memory in-

tensity, with memory patterns that were very amendable to caching, and that

those with regular memory access patterns were more challenging to the mem-

ory system than those with irregular access patterns.

• Arbitrary Modulus Indexing: We developed an efficient technique for imple-

menting the DIV and MOD of an arbitrary constant integer, finally general-

izing known mathematical results for Mersenne Primes. This technique was

applied to the L1 cache tags, and L1 and scratchpad banks of a Replay ar-

chitecture where it eliminated both bank conflicts and cache conflict misses,

boosting throughput performance and parallel efficiency. However, similar

techniques can be trivially applied to L2 and last level caches, on-chip net-

works and routers, memory controllers, TLBs, MSHRs, and more.
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7.2 Future Directions

This dissertation has opened up several different areas that merit future attention.

We have demonstrated the importance of the primary memory system to

throughput performance, while highlighting that the most popular academic simu-

lator does not model this. As a result, it is worth revisiting many studies on thread

scheduling and cache policies that were done assuming both L1 caches and scratch

pads can be accessed in a single cycle. Portions of our simulator have already been

ported to GPGPU-Sim by Calvin Lin’s group at the University of Texas at Austin,

and this process will continue.

Having shown the potential throughput performance advantages of better

cache and scratchpad utilization, we have barely scratched the surface of hardware

and software evolution that could result in higher hit rates and lower contention.

Significant research areas are still open in the areas of MSHR design, scalar register

files, low latency ”L0” caches, cache bypassing, and new cache protocols. Having

exposed the nature of a Replay Architecture, academic research can now explore

such architectures and look at variations and tradeoffs across multiple throughput

designs.

Our fine-grained architecture studies were based on old fashioned benchmark

kernels. It is important to look into more modern, more sophisticated applications

that may have different characteristics and needs. Additionally, many applications

have minimal data reuse, and there are many more ways to support parallelism than

explicit threads. There are completely new design spaces that should be explored

in which items of work are not explicitly tied to threads, and where lighter weight

task management hardware is responsible for gathering task data and distributing

it to hardware cores for execution.

Finally, the applications of AMI have only begun to be explored. AMI can

be trivially extended to more of the memory system - register banks, MSHR files,
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TLB caches, L2 and L3 tag arrays and banks, memory banks, etc. AMI has already

been implemented for Network On Chip algorithms, and there have been repeated

requests to create an open source library of RTL implementations of AMI circuits.

In almost every aspect of the chip, there are places in which data must reside

on a power-of-2 number of locations and easily located there without pathological

conflicts, and all of these can be reconsidered in the new context of AMI. There have

been multiple requests from both industry and academics for an open source RTL

library of AMI circuits. This could be more easily achieved with software that auto

generates RTL based on user requirements, and could even be given a web front end

for use.

7.3 Final Thoughts

This dissertation has explored the fundamental throughput tradeoffs of cores and

threads versus on-chip memory and off-chip bandwidth. Along the way, we have

developed new techniques for analyzing and optimizing hardware and software on

these architectures. However, now that we have entered the era of explicit parallelism

on a chip, I feel there are totally new types of throughput architectures that can

be explored, ones that are not extrapolations of conventional processors, but which

more efficiently distribute and execute parallel tasks in a way that is nearly invisible

to the programmer. The key is to observe the problem at the highest sensible level,

rather than focusing on how to implement low level pieces.

I also feel the architectural community would greatly benefit from a new

approach to simulation infrastructure. We are entering an era where incremental

architecture tweaks are no longer enough, and existing simulation tools are (1)

over specified and difficult to change, and (2) monolithic to the point where people

must take them on faith, assume they are debugged, and gloss over the details of

implementation. I feel a more helpful approach is to create a standard object model
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for interconnecting simulation pieces, and then to have small, individual simulation

pieces be developed and open sourced. These individual pieces would be easier to

study, debug, and vary than current monolithic simulators. It would be easier to

supply different versions of a given architectural piece, at different levels of detail or

application. Additional open source projects should aim to use the same framework

to develop tools that help monitor and analyze performance, track statistics, and

output and visualize analysis. We need a similar approach to the compiler front end.

Despite decades of compiler work and the LLVM compiler reboot, it is still not easy

to do what every architect needs to do to provide custom instructions and compiler

optimizations into the system. These are first rate goals, and the end result will

make student’s lives easier and help to push truly novel designs in a post Moore’s

Law world.
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